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In Kitimat 
Twenty-five percent of all deaths reported 
in Kitimat within a twelve month period, May 1, 
'77 to May 1 '78, have been registered as suicides, 
according to RCMP data. The total number of 
deatl~ in the area was 28. 
This total is broken down into two fire deaths, 
two industrial deaths, five natural deaths, one 
chug overdose, and seven suicides. Other 
fatalities are included• in the accidental 
category, most of which are motor vehicle 
deaths. 
This 25 percent proportion of Kitimat's mor- 
tality (suicides) is further broken down to show 
all to be seif-inflic~ed fire arm wounds. Only one 
of the seven victims surpassed the ripe age of 50 
years. 
• The entire male spectrum of suicide victims 
ranges from 17 to 56. Excluding the one 56 year 
old, the age variation is cut to show males bet- 
ween the ages of 17 and 25 to be the most prone to 
committ suicide in Kitimat. 
Staff Sergeant Diack of the Kitimat detach- 
7 of 28 Deaths 
Were Suicides ! 
• merit of the RCMP moaned, "I can't understand. 
why it's the young males that commit suicide. If 
nothing else they are the ode portion of society 
who have a future." 
Comparison between a large city like Van- 
couver and a small town like Kitimat shows 
several factors that influence data on suicide to 
death ratios. Kitimat has few retired and elderly 
people, Kitimat has a larger-than-average 
number of male youths and being a port has a 
high incidence of drug oriented and troubled 
people. 
Vancouver has the highest suicide rate in 
Canada, per cqpita, according to statistics 
Canada. The ratio of death-suicide is far less 
than the one quarter in Kitimat but also includes 
a much larger aged population, a hard-drug core 
of overdose (not suicide) victims, motor vehicle 
accident fatalities frequently, and a high crime 
rate. 
Kitimat has no ,'significant" problem with this 
suicide rate according to Diack . . . .  
School District no 80, 
Kitimat, has had a proposal 
brought before the Trusten's 
Board for a summer course 
of fine arts where studenta 
~ould get an extra chance at escorted to the taping of the 
refmtug some of the talents National, As It Happens and 
beyond the fundamentais~ What ' s  New television 
i 
Summer Fine Arts Program 
Put To Kitimat School Bd. 
by Scott Brown Fin{q standings have to municipal council" is not ' Kitimat District Teachers 
MESS, Maosett and Burns cemplete, deKliensexplains. Association and, as of 
Lake in the top three spots, Pacific Northwest College Wednesday night, also the 
respectively, hasrented the buildings, now Xhool Board, for their Arts 
During his two weeks -in occupied on Drake street in enhancement program. 
the 'business capital of Kitimat, from the School The KDTA executive has 
Canada' Taylor will be Board. Thls"non-renewable pledged f inancial help', 
• according to Graydon. The 
School Board has passed a 
motion committing, a 
special use permit, received 
through the municipality,. 
runs out this August and 
Skeenamall 
0flieid 
Opened 
May 4 was a red letter day 
for Terrace when nine 
millions Skeens Mall was 
officially opened at 1:30 by a 
ceremonial bold tightening • 
of steel on the Mall site by 
Terrace Mayor Dave 
,,.. Maroney (top of l,..'Ider', 
assisted by councilmen Bob 
Cooper, Allan Souter, and 
VIc Jo~ifffe. The ceremony 
was followed by a cocktail 
and reception affair for over 
50 guests, including Mall 
tenants, civic' officials and 
V.I.P.s at  the Lakeise Hotel 
(Photo story of the occasion 
with more details appear in a 
later issue of the HERALD.) 
The 178,000 sq ft ondosed 
building area, with 156,000 
leasable area, will consist of 
three main divisions, a 50,000 
sq ft. K.Mart, The Skcena 
Mall itself, and an Over, 
walton Supermarket. 
Opening date is still set for 
inid- to early October, 1978. 
Over 80 percent of the 
leasable area has been 
contracted for; most of the 
tenants are from established 
Terrace Businesses. 
Developers are Abacus 
Cities Ltd. 
ltEVERSE DECISION 
OBERAMMERGAU, West 
Germany (AP) - -  Despite a 
boycott threat from the 
American Jewish Cong..-ess, 
town fathers have reversed 
an earlier decision and 
• "reinstated a script for the 
world-famous Passion Play 
that critics have denounced 
as anti-Semitic. The town 
connell voted 12-5 Wednes- 
day night in favor of the 
prose script written by a 
local priest, Aleis Daisan- 
berger, and first performed 
in 1860. The American 
Jewish Congress had 
threatened to lead a 
worldwide boycott of the 
play ff the Daisenberger 
script is used. 
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Mall Developer, Abacus Cities Ltd., and local VIP's watch as Mayor Dave Maroney, 
wrench in hand, prepares to ceremonially tighten a steel bolt on part of the Skeena 
Mall during opening ceremonies ofthe main construction ofthe $9 million shopping 
complex on Lakelse and Sparks Sts., in Terrace. Below Maroney is Alderman Bob 
Cooper, Allan Souter, and Vie Jolliffe (wearing hard hats). 
Block Parents Program 
I :  
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achievements. 
the  preschool children 
facility. The Board passed a
motion to allow the center to 
stay in it's prenant position, 
contrary to previous plans, 
until the Riverlodge face-lift 
and redevelopment is 
completed and they attempt 
to relocate there. 
Sceretary.Trensurcr for 
the District School Board 
Brian' Graydon says, "The 
Board;has passed a motion 
with June '79 as  the ex- 
piration of their agreement 
'with us, ff they can get into 
Riverledge earlier we an- 
'ticlpate them to move at that 
t ime."  
Municipal maunger Bm 
daKllene and Beard member 
Greydon have not reached 
any decision on the theatre 
proposal because the "report 
student at Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary School in Kitimat, 
has won a two week all ex- 
uses paid holiday and 
ormation trip to Toronto 
by being champion in the 
CFPR current affairs quiz. 
Taylor single-handedly 
competed in the telephone 
operated quiz against teams 
representing secondary 
schools in the region from 
Fort St. John to the 
Charlettca. 
The program was aired for 
14 weeks, 8 of which were 
pre!iminary competitions 
enamg with one week of 
finals. On air  Taylor 
provided answers for the 
questions put to him by the 
radio station and also Was 
asked to comment on a 
currant Canadian issue. 
• A teacherage is tern- '~Tho college has been ap- recreat ion department This havenis Block Parents. parent or not, Block Parents longer on the streets. 
Robert Taylor, • senior porarily being used to house proachedby the developer of summer Arts program. At least two,: and are needed. When a troubled child 
city center with a poaltiye Portman also says "the preferably more homes on Block parents are not comes tot he door, the Block A Block Parent is not 
attitude towardindudingme School Bearcihasauthorized each  block are to be expected to be on duty Parent uses his or. her expected to give first aid, 
college in that location", the teachers • to survey designated as Block Parent continuously. If they are not judgement in assessing the food and drink or provide 
says Greydan. parents in the area  to 
There are no definite plans .establish a plan for courses 
on whore or when the college to be offered at the project." 
will move but it is tuevitable Music, art and creative 
that it mast. More in the dancing would be the main 
future on this. ~ concentration of effort, 
A pair of elementary according to Pertman. 
teachers interested in  the Thenexf stepin getting the 
refining of arts have proposaloff the groundis for 
spearheaded a proposal m the teachers, Miller aria 
the District no 80 S~hobl ' Woodley', to request 
Board where students would assista'nce from the 
home. All adults ' (over 15 available to help a child, seriousness of the.situation, toilet facilities. The Block 
yeai's old) in .these homes they must take down the If the child is injured, his Parent is a lisson betweeen 
are ~.arefully seresned by the sign. If they want privacy to parents are contacted, or ff the child and the proper 
police and if accepted are sleep, take a hath, wash their necessary, the police who 
given an easily identifiable hair or to do some baking will callan ambulance. If a authorities and a comforting / 
sign to be prominently without interruption, they shfld has been molested or pres~ce to a hurt or scared 
displayed ina window facing are 9t liberty to do so. frighten~ by a stranger, the child. ' • . 
the'street. The Terrace Lions have The  sign carried a EDITOR'S NOTE: She has spoken to a 
massage to young childron, The Block Parent number of service groups, to also supplied a videotape 
saying in" effect, "This is a Program is being introduced the RCMP, and the school coPY of the Block Parent 
home in which you may seek to Terrace by Lisa Brock, a board and has received their film. 
he allowed the opportunity o
transcend the competent, 
but someUmes basic, 
musical training available to 
the students inside the school 
curriculum. 
Cathy Woodley and 
Donaleen Miller have 
received support from the 
municipal council. The aid help ff you are bothered by 
would be in  the form of strangers, you are sick, you 
subsidizing 67 percent of the are injured, you are being 
salaries of  those teachers bullied or you are being 
running the project, frightened by a dog." 
Graydon says "deta i l s  The program does not 
haveyet to be worked out for place a heavy responsibility 
the Beard's commitment of , .. 
providing the building." 
YellowheadRoute Use Up 12,26 per Oentand Growing 
increases continue at a 
steady and consistent rate on 
the relatively new 
YellowheAd route. " The 
Ydlowhead is an east-west 
route that stretches from 
Manitoba to B.C. 
A 6.14 per cent increase of 
veteran Block Parent who 
helped the program get 
• started in Maple Ridge 
before moving to Terrace 
last'fall. 
EDMONTON All growth in hotel occupancy 
statistics available at year- and convention activity over 
end 1977 and for  the first .1976. 
quarter of 1978 indicate a Yellowheadinereased 6.14 
repeat performance of the  
consistent upward growth in percent over '76 - 12.25 
all of Edmonton's tran. percent during first quarter 
spertation ~ modes.(road,, air 1978. 
andrail) as well as a healthY Vehicle and passenger 
total traffic on  the easy. per cent in traffic as  corn- 
driving Yellowhead route at pared with a 5.8 per cent 
year-and 1977compares well increase on the Trans 
with the Traps Canada High- Canada until the end of 
way statistics which lost • March '78. 
ground during the same 
period. Year to date For all of 1977 "foreign 
statistics fo r  1978 show a travellers (as individuals 
remarkable increase of 12.25 rather than vehicles on 
traffic ~.ount) showed a 
prefers,, s for the Edmonton 
route by a gain of 4.04 per 
cent while 1.87 percent fewer 
people chose to use the 
southern route compared to 
1976. Foreign vehicle 
volume on the Yellowhend 
also increased while no~- 
Canadian traffic on the 
Trans CanMa, decreased by 
17,718 compared to the 1976 
count. Commercial traffic 
again ~howed an increase on 
the Yellowhe~d and a loss on 
the Trans Canada last year. 
Passenger traffic 
statistics atyear-end follow 
the same general trend as 
those of vehicle movements, 
an overall increase of 6.2 per 
cent of people on the• 
Yeilowhead compared with a 
net loss of 84,869 on the 
southern route through 
. Calgary. This repraseats a 
differential of 140,026 as the 
Yellowhead increases its 
pepe~arity over the Trans 
Canada Highway. 
More commercial and 
pleasure• drivers are 
becoming aware of the 
benefits of the relatively new 
route linking Alberta to 
Prince Rupert. 
approval for this program. 
The Centennial Lions are 
supplying a Block Parent 
pesters and some financial 
support. 
Other dubs are deciding 
what form their contributi~ 
will take. 
For more information, call 
Lisa Brock at 63~3104 
Young Ama Ahenkora of Kitlmat plays with a pair of muppet puppets daring the 
Wednesday night Open House at the Kitimat Day Care Center. The ctnter is the only 
permanent such facility in Kitimat and eaters to working parents who appreciate he 
value of the preschool training that may be gained from day care. 
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The Open House held at the K!timat Day Care drop in enrollment causes the center to h ' ap~l~#"~ l~/~ne~#'~ "~ • " 
dnesda Ma 3. The center is financial turmoil when the registration t'ees do " ~ I I~1  ~:;- ~ Ma & Pa  Kott lo in the  Ozarks  ~, Center We y y . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  v . - -  - -  I, 4{ ' 
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y Care facility is 
tened by the lack of 
support and funding coming 
from the community, "says 
president ofthe Kitlmat Day 
Care Center Marilyn Cook. 
The center has been running 
'on empty', so to speak, for- 
the past year and held an 
open houseWedaesday May 3 funding but that money has 635-6571 or 63S-432S 
to let the public and media Z-ZOY~TD~k 
Sonior 'jok' award 
Terry Hutt, an Associated 
Press All American football 
wide receiver and a track 
long jumper and sprinter at 
Boise State, was •named 
outstanding senior athlete of 
the year at the 8th annual 
Boise State letterman's 
banquet Wednesday night. 
Receiving an award as top 
scholar-athlete was senior 
baseball pitcher Brad 
McArthur of White Rock, 
B.C. MeArthurswas aleo 
named the most in. 
spirational player on the 
Bronco basobali team. 
Trans-Oanada 
fataltities 
RCMP have identified 
Norman Peter Skramrud, 27, 
of Prince George, B,C., as 
the man killed Tuesday in a 
car.truck collision on the . 
Trans-Canada Highway 
south of Cache Creek. 
Skramrud, who was 
originally from ~ Dryden, 
Ont., died when the small car 
he was driving hit a flatbed 
truck loaded with steel 
reinforcing bars. 
RCMP earlier identified 
John Robert Carlton, 17, and 
Donna Marie Meyers; 16, 
both of Prince George, as the 
other perseus killed in the 
erasb. The driver of the 
' truck Wasn't seriously in- 
jured. 
Orime 
dampened 
expired and now we must 
turn to local aid," explained 
vice-president of the center 
Ann McCabe, 
The five female volunteer 
executive members all work 
and have husbands who 
• work puttingthe famlies in 
a day care need. -The center 
is specially designed for this 
type of service, according to 
Cook. 
Children ages 3 to 5 years are 
gathered in the center five 
days a week, most from 7:30  
until S:30, and have grown 
"aceustomed" to the at- 
mosphere and discipline 
introduced .them by the 
attendants and supervisor. 
Driving the day care center 
on from day to day is Ann 
Passingham. Ane; Marilyn, 
and Ann McCabe all agree 
that the children are give~ a 
chance at having an edge; 
when going into kin- 
SLUMBER LODGE 
"Witnesses confirmed the 
ci Lent but, ve] 'e unab] ~ to 
,o 'ide an~ =pecific in. 
rr aUon," i ~tdded. 
A Greyhound spokesman 
d( ~ y 
tc I . 
ID.~ I I  
WEEKEND SPEOIAL! 
at the 4- 
SLUMBER LOD6E MOTOR INR 
Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W.) 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you I 
Two nights for the price of One. 
Reserve your well appolnted 
.2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
regular one day rate. 
Two people $30.00 plus tax 
Three $3S.00 plus tax, 
Four $39.00 plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable- colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace- 635-6302 or Prince Rupert. 627-171.1 
Ple~e clip acl and present at registration, offer expires Nay 15, W/S, 
The ~ . ': " * " . spec ,  au 
i n  vancouver  
m ~ A A  A ~  Plus 5% 
,Room Tax 
J U S ~  ~ I ~ U U I M O  $1.00 
Per Person double occupancy . 
From Jan 1, 1978 to June 1. 1978 
3 days  2 n i tes  
Dealer Licence Number 02066A **********************  ***** '~  "k'k~( 
• ' i :  
10th Game $500.00 if won in 50 numbers or less, decreasing $100.00 a 
number to $100.00. 
Dining 
J lll 
q 
624-2621 or 624-3359 ' IT:" 
. L,, 1t E IAV in  
---;, ~ ,  ;. . ;~t~===mm 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -- A m nlaa~ - - , ,  PR IVATE PART IES  I[ RESTAURANT 
gang of youths halted a i~ f f i lV  BANQUETS ~ ' 
Greyhound bus and "' CATERING IIW <Z~[l~E~t~. & CANADIAN FOOD '~l 
aP~sSsau~tg eds ""a"dnaY r°mbbed , , ' II fl 10 a . . .  to ,  a.m. Monday-  Saturday i l l  . . . . . .  e . • BREAKFAST 2 MORNINGS AND A FULL . DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  IIII ill 
midst of heavy f lood ing ,The  co ditions of city COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HYS AT THE HECTORS ~ ' 11a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday ' ~l  
. . . .  ' - '  ' - '~-"red with the • WHO SAYS IT TAKES A LOT OF MONEY 
"~v~t'~ga'tla~n'of the ease. TO HAVE A GOOD TIME? , . INTERNATIONAL CUiS iNe  IIII Du in iME I~r%. i~t  t Ii Ill 
" " . ' ' ]1~ 4642 Lazell. West of OFTK ~!  ~t ath~ ~lanydt~ d -Ane ruekt t r **ver  flagged' FOR RESERVAT"ONS - -  604:. -682 1831 MeN.SAT., PM---PM ~lL , ImVml~ V ,U  g , , ,  , ,  
li ~ 6,384141 Ii I~--J,----~----~~===,,----~,--JI 
~d t.k. ov~ ~e bus and co l lect  or ~46.20  Lake lse  Av  -~' "11  were assaulting the . " 
. . . .  04 51161 Te lex  ]1  passengers--conventioneers • 
goinBtothez~ewurlcans , , ' saggmanlNN', ,  ~,po.. - ~ . . . .  i L~ ' ' - - -~ ' - - - - -~ '~"~ 
later eportedhe saw the bus | ~t, ~ '~- - -~ - " , ",~ r~:~J~ - ," 
driving on a city street, but I rh~ ~k %[  ~, .~ J ~ H~.. ~.  =,~-' :~f";" 
he was unable to stop. it • "m~. ,~ ~ ~ t , ~  :y;i~ t~_. ~ ' ;:: 
because of flooding and - - - "A f ( '~~ V~~-"~ " ~ ,  ~ - '  } * ' l ~ r ~ l ~ T r ~ ? l ~  ,~ Make your reservations now for ~]  
stalled traffic. ~ T -  :i, 11[ :~ Ji: ;' ~ , / :  
Jones then, went to the .u rn  Th"  o . .0  , , - , .~ . ,  : : : . , .  [ . t v ~ . M ~  ]111 I I I  scene  of the intit ial report by  ~F. ,  I ;  ~ .~u ..:- '111]~$-~. ,~', -11111 0 t~  Mothers Day Droner 
the truck driver, but !'The . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~,,,,=- 0,. -~' I 1~ " i  , l ien ~, : . " ~ 5 p,m. - 10 p,m, ~l  
, . ooo . .oo .o .o . ,v . , .wo .oo  . . . . . . . . .  = - " - - - -  " • II 'CH~-~o,.~osr:_A~s. I I I I  ' ' III 
itnesses fir ed  V6G lW5 . PHONE(604)682.1831 ~ .~::i % ::~. ' . L " ~ ' !  ' III " _ " - . ~ .  .1111 Take Morn out for a MOTHERS DA~' III 
in id t  w r  le ~' ,' ~ : ' '  i :~ :.~i.) 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ° * ' , #~6 , ~  ,~ ,  " Bur Break , ~1 pr vide an.y, specific in- ' ,i ~ , ' all let fast . , I  formation," be added On English Bay At Stanley Park ~ " ~- -~ - -  
 r ound s esman . . . . . . . . . . .  , T#, / t~ ,.~,..%~/. ,,,,J]~, 8 a,m,-11 a,m, ' .. J l  
said the company is looking" /~-u laHY~IAY MANAGER 
i :0thei~ident" ' ' ' ' "- I[ ]~t , ]~t 'FE 'ATU=' :  ' J l  Sunday, May 14,h 11  
" I 'Stea ' ' $3 39 ' ' ' " " Char Broi ed k 
• Knights of Columbus i[ ,'including' ~A~O POTATO" ] I *  FRIDAY SHOPPERS SPEi)IAL ~1 
IU.' CHOICEOF SALADS and .. , " .all . .i , III 
' , ( ;~r '11[ . ' ]~T I1  ~ O1[ '~T~r '1~81~, ,  Ii~ DRESSINGS. GARLIC'I'OAS': ' 1~' BREAD VEAL CUTLETS ,~] 
I L I IE . t l L J .1  .IL ] l J  i J .1 ILI l IUe III lift ' ,  OReEN Pe~S Ill • • - . .  GO,DE. CO.. 
IlL, • . '  . " . ~Jll, SSERT included .IH $1,1~..00 HAtH FRIZE ' • i;: King-Size Steak Dinner $ ;  'li  " BEVERAGE, DE aim 
]~ 3"enderioinSteak Dinner . $5.49 ~ 1 " ;~, 
• Dingo Every First Saturday. of Each. Month '  ~:,~ l_l~, 5ieakjumbo Shr.ml D & Shri p Combo • ' $4.99 H[  . v~m.  ' " • • ., 
• SIOU.00 Door prlzo a t  Each Bingo ' ! i in~er' ' s3 3e ~1 , .  ~ . ,~  a~. • ,~ " " ' ' . , . , , .  
i ; t e,   .-, , ing I l l  Chopped Beef Dinner ~' $1.79 l i f t  ' ~ l[ 
4826 Bw~. 16 W. ~tber to 100.00. The Mikeburger '  ' $J.S9 ~ ~ 
Tenaoe B.0. 8:00 p,m, at Verdas Hall May 6, !978 III ,o.,,,.,.,.o,-o.--,.o.,,-- I1" , " 
. ,r i , i  , i i | ~' " ' "  ' ;"  : ;  , "% "" ~ ~ :-~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  :'* %, , , " '  
LA GONDOLA 0,.,%,oo# . .~  
, . . . . .  . ' . . '  :::.: 
THEPLACE FOR fi ' ~  ~aa p YA/ /  
WEDDING RECEPT IONS ~¢ ~ q P  ~ 
PR IVATE P J (RT IES ' 
The Light Touch 
By STEVE PEARSON 
There's nothing like sealing a letter to inspire a fresh 
thought. 
Etiquette is knowing which fingers to put in your 
mouth when you whistle for the waiter. 
X.rays are like" marriage. Your chances of hiding 
anything are poor. 
Inflation is when wallets are getting bigger and 
shopping bags are getting smaller. 
Anybody who thinks the best things in l ifeare free lust 
hasn't been caught yet. 
Anytime you're free, come to TERRACE 
APPLIANCE 3225 EMERSON and catch a 
great buy in a fabulous Admiral Refrigerator. 
, : ;  . .  , , :  : i , ,  
June Workshop on Fami ly  V io lence 
BY JUDY VANDERGUCHT 
If you knew your neigh- 
bout was beating up his wife 
every weekend after an 
evening of drinking, or if you 
suspected he or she was 
abusing tlmir children, what 
would you do about it? 
Chances are you wold suffer 
the ,knowledge in silence 
because you wouldn't be sure 
what action to take. What if 
the screams and crying had 
other causes? What action 
would the neighbour take if 
you were wrong? 
Violence in the family has 
become such an issue that 
'joe. Public' is GOING to 
have to become involved. 
Public awareness of this 
social disease of physical 
and mental abuse is 
necessary ff something is to 
be done about the alarming 
increase in 'people' abuse. 
Last March there was a 
Symposium on Family 
Violence. From that 
Symposium arose the Task 
Force operating under the 
auspices of United Way of 
Vancouver, organized to 
implement the reeom. 
mendatious of that Sym. 
pesium. 
=We had no idea the 
problem was so extensive,' 
stated Flora ,Hogarth, 
coordinator of the Task 
Force, who was in Terrace to 
promote the upcoming 
Workshop on. Family 
Violence in June, 'We have. 
beenmade aware that 
Family Violence is a very 
real and urgent problem,' 
The Task Force was able 
to Secure funding from 'Non 
Medical. Use " o f  Drugs' 
branch of Health and 
Welfare which would enal~e 
them to carry out ap- 
proximately two years of 
study, Besides putting on the 
workshops (the one in 
Terrace will be the third) 
various programmes and 
films have been introduced, 
There is a program 
currently "running in Van- 
couver that is specifically for 
men who batter. Public 
awareness is the key. 'We 
Accordingto our 
customer , it's the 
best deal in town. 
found workers in the corn- Post Partum Counselling, 
munity, including social and a special panel made up  
workers, were not equipped of local people as well as out- 
to handle the problem.' of-towners, to discuss 
stated Flora. 'We are trying Transition House Models For 
to obtain more audio.visual Smeller Communities.' 
aids - we are hoping for a 'People really respond to 
new film to be available subjects,' said Ms Hoarth, 
through the National Film ,We got an excelle~t reaction 
Board in the fall.' in Prince George:' 
Ms. Hogarth went on to say 
that all films were available There will be an ad- 
at no charge to responsible vertising blitz prior to the 
agencies; or groups . . . .  workshop in the form of 
The program for the newspaper art ic les."  
workshop, which will also be Registration forms have 
held in the Queen Charlotte been sent out to outlying 
Islands, will include The districts with registration 
Battered WOman, Child numbers restricted to 75. 
Abuse, Women's Rights. Ms Hogarth also Stressed_ 
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• the importance ofthe follow- '" 
up. 'We don't do our song 
and dance and then disap- 
pear,' Ms Hogarth said. She co,d t.o L0ST PET 
only time the whole com- 
mtmity would get together to 
discuss these issues.' 7 month old Doberman 
It was generally agreed 
that contact would be made Pincher answers to the 
through workshops and name of Dillinger. 
possibly a newsletter. The Black with Brown 
problems exist end will not markings. Ears not 
go away unless some done. Largereward  
positive action is taken. 
Lil Farkvam thanked Ms offered.  
Hogarth for all her help in 
setting out the programme. . .Phone  638-1613 or  
Anyone wishing further 
information on the workshop 635-5937 af ter  6 
which will be held June tS- 
16th with the Public'meeting 
on the 15th, can contact Lll 
Farkvam at.635-7435. . 
Yamaha XS75( 
make it your  b ike .  
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 HWy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IL8 
. - 635-6571 or 635.4325 
I - IO)~T)Dt~ Dealer t.icence Number 02066A 
% ' 
XS750-SE 
There's more than one way to travel in style. This 
750 Special has its own beautiful custom flavor. 
Dealer ticence Number 00246A 
Mechanical sophistication •,  • superb power and 
hand l ing . . ,  ease of maintenance.. • exceptional 
smoothness. The XS750 has all that and more. 
Fred's Equipment Ltd. 
621 Enterprise Kitimat, B.C, 
Phone 632-1833 
lhe Rabb  Diesd. 
I 
, X "~ 
Deme sorr  
TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
HOSPITAL SOI]IEW 
Annual Meeting 
DATE: Wednesday, June 7,. 1978 
TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
Caledonla Senior • , 
Secondary. School 
The business will consist of the election of members of 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hospital Board of Trustees, and pr'esentatlon freports. 
covering the year 1977. 
In order to be eligible to vote, memb.ershlp must be 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 
may be purchased at,the following locations: 
, Mills Memorial Hospital 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Toronto .Dominion Bank . 
t 
J n the history of the automobile, only a 1he  Rabb i '  D Je~ ~ fas t .  
handful of developments have equalled in 
importance the newVW Diesel p o w e r e ~ . ~ ~  
Rabbit' Diesel engine; cars, historically, 
~ .  Of course, the'diesel have never been 
~ engine isnothing ' known for getting. 
~/  - " "~ new. It's been off the line in 
~ a super.reliable a big hurry. The ..~\~ !~;  ..'|, ~,. ~ .~.~ workhorse ,n Rabbit Diesel has 
~, ,~. ,~ trucks, buses changed all that. ' " " Kn l /h \  
~ ' /~  and heavy equip- Automotive writers 113 secs. 
men,.for over 50' from the editorial staff 
J - yearsl But now, of Auto Zeitung (,~uto Journal)speed-tested 
VW engineers' the Rabbit Diesel under the scrutiny of the 
have developed a French automobile commission. Under 
The Rabbit Diesel engine is . diesel engine that gruefing trials, the Rabbit Diesel established 31 
based oh the Rabbit gasoline does everything World Records for 1500cc diesels. 
engine block, It's more efficient 
and lighter than oil other a diesel does, plus ; P ~  D ~  
production diesel engines, a whole lot more. 1he  v i / l l  
• meda lheRab   never 
bealdhrough, t lune-up.  ver. 
The Rabbit Diesel 
lira A I ~  " First it is'one of the mos 
~ r  1~ i advanced, fuel efficient engine is based on the 
~ i  g i l l  engines in the world today, same block as the 
i V _  i '  The new.Rabbit Diesel engine gasoline engine, but it's 
u ,=/ -  I has transformed a car that missing a few things. 
" ,  uses very little gas into a car You won't find 
h.~l~vg~l ~ spark plugs, an ignition 
Ig . ~ that dses no gas at all. Using coil, a distributor, points, 
diesel fuel, it provides out- ' 
7 ~ .  standing driving economy, condenser dr carburetor. The diesel ,engine 
The VW Rabbit Diesel doesn't need them,. So a major tune-up is 
J 
is the bnly production 
Km,~ 
• cil 
a drivinc 
'rating of 
kilomete, 
on a sin! 
of fuel.* 
something you can forget about 
diesel fuel actsas a natural lubr 
The result is that diesel ~ 
engines have a proven record ' 
of longer life expectancy. 
According to Forbes magazine, 
"Diesels last longer, break 
down less and emit less carbon 
monoxide:'** 
1he bestlhing alx .. 
the Rabbit s 
lhatitmn in a Rabbit. 
The Rabbit we put the diesel engine in is 
the identical car we put the gas engine in. 
Which makes it the most affordable diesel- 
powered car around. . ' 
And, like the Rabbit, the Rabbit Diesel has 
more useable carrying space than any other 
car its size. 
It also has front wheel drive, independent 
suspension on all four wheels, rack and pinion 
steering, a dual diagonal braking system with 
front wheel discs, 'steel belted radial tires, fully 
adjustable reclining bucket seats, and an elec- 
trically heated rear window defroster. In fact, 
the Rabbit with the diesel engine, like its gas- 
driven twin, is packed with enough technolog- 
ical innovations to fill a book. 
.When the gas-powered Rabbit was first 
introduced, automotive writers called it "The 
car of the future". And soon, there were all kinds 
~f ear~ nn the road trvina to look like the Rabbit. 
' in the years 
• ing a lot about 
:turers. 
it here first. 
most rue D ~ ~  
car you 
North A I r~D*  
*Results obtained using Transport Canada approved lest methods. Fuel consumphon wdl vary depending on how and where you drive, ophonal equipment and condlhon of your car. * ~Forbes magazine October 15, 1976, 
t 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 RIVER DRIVE-TER'RACE-635"5717 
Dealer' t tcence Number 261918 
, 
t 
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EDITORIAL Let's Heat Our Homes From Hot Springs 
The rising prices of heating fuels has jumped 
the cost of home and office and institutional 
heating not only to all time highs, but in some 
cases the payment of the monthly fuel bills 
results in actual hardship to some homeowners, 
forces up rent to tenants, threatens to bankrupt 
small business and cutbacks services at in- 
stitutions. 
That inane city block of, say 100 homes, under 
the present technology, we have a situation 
where each of the homeowners has his own 
furnace heating his own home, is extremely 
stupid, clumsy, inefficient and unnecessarily 
expensive. 
Many years ago it.~was proved that a central 
heating system, pipmg hot water heat to a 
number of homes is far more efficient- and far  
cheaper, than individual furnaces for each.. 
However, with the discovery of cheap gas 
supplies, which in turn resulted in thedrop of off 
prices, home heating from individual furnaces 
became minimal in cost. It also gave the owner 
that sense of additional independence that '  
everyone likes to boast. But now, many years 
later, the pendulum has swung the other way. 
The price of all fuels, including natural gas and 
oil has become a heavy burden to,bear- for 
private owner and businessman and big in- 
stitutions and companies alike. 
Solar heating systems costing roughly ten 
thousand ollars to provide up to 40 per cent of 
the heating requirements of on home are being. 
tried- but surely they are not the total answer; 
they also require back-up systems. Theenergy 
used to manufacture the elaborate solar heating 
panels and equipment could Constitute a heavy 
drain on non-renewable energy sources. 
Methane gas from sewage, and methanol from 
vegetation and woodwaste may someday be 
practical-but will take a fewyears and billions of 
dollars to put in major production. 
Meanwhile-almost under our very feet-we 
in Terrace and Kitimat are favoured with an 
apparent abundance of boiling hot water and 
steam. This potential for "geothermal" hearing 
of homes is aim+ ost  beyond price. 
Surely it is ridiculous to ignoro the veritable 
treasure at our feet that Could be' transformed 
into piped hot-water heating for the entire 
district. 
For almost a hundred years the city of 
Reykyavik, the republic of Iceland's capital, has 
heated the homes and buildings from natural 
"geothermal" hotspring heat, at an estimated 
saving of hundreds of millions of dollars. Short 
as it is, of most natural resources, for Iceland the 
geothermal heat has probably meant the dif- 
ference between a balanced economy and 
heavily unbalanced national budgeting, 
The installation df a central system of piped 
hot-water heating using local hot springs as the 
initial sauce could, drastically lower the cost of 
living to Terrace and Kitimat residents, and 
could - ff properly handled be used to attract 
healthy industries to the area, thus expanding 
the local tax base that is cited as being so 
desirable to a community. 
Homes could thus afford year-round heated 
greenhouses; roses in December-not tomention 
fresh vegetables ... the possibilities eem en- 
dless. 
How long will the people of Terrace and 
Kitimat go on paying high heating bills while 
living on the edge- and possibly on top of boiling 
hot springs? 
While the idea may not have been practical in 
the golden age of low cost fuels that are now gone 
forever, it certainly Would appear this is the time 
to take a hard look at using Nature's bounty for 
the good of the maioritv- and not just the 
relaxation of a privileged few. 
Ottawa An honest, Old Fashioned candidate can still 
Offbeat be a wmner. " p 
Ottawa+ - How refreshing it is to see the people and by a perpetual winner in an entrenched selled him became clear when headd~essedthe i :'progressives", forgive him - an -"old-time, ~ ,:. 
buck the political machine and win. Liberal riding, convention, opening with: ~ T0ry," , . ~ • . ,  
Especially in the Conservative Party. BUt they had asked him to make a run at those "It is written in the book of' :MattheW-+~ ' ' itewent~even fdrther- bewas for preservation 
But it happened the other night in Ottawa impossible ridings and he took the challenge. 'Whosoever will be chief among you, let him be of the Monarchy and "God Save the Queen." 
West, a i-iding that swings like a pendulum Now he thought, if he could get the nomination, your servant'. That will be my philosophy as The party machine hadn't wanted him because 
candidate, and I pray as your Member of they figuredonly"new-come" Conservative, the 
between the Liberals and the Conservatives and he could give the Conservatives a winner in Parl iament fat Ottawa West." " ex-Liberal reeve Haydon was tough enough to 
is considered by beth parties in the "must win" Ottawa West. 
category. But the bosses weren't hat keen. Well, how about that! And'in these trendy beat the incumbent Liberal MP Lloyd Francis. 
The Conservative riding executive with the Ken Binks, 58, a lawyer, not only was a tw~ political days when so many parliamentarians Francis, they said, was a "closet Con- 
blessing of the party's national headquarters time loser, but a little on the "too independent insist they were elected to "think' for them- servative," who, while sitting with the Liberals, 
was parachuting in what they considered a sure side. selves," voting their "conscience" against the fought hem on bilingualism and even criticized 
winner of the nomination and a good bet to beat expressed explicit wishes of those who elected Prime Minister Trudeau. 
the incumbent Liberals. He thought for himself. , , • 
Hewasa +'new-come" Conservative, a former He believed that When a man was elected to them! But Ken BinkS had a word for them: "Noman 
active Liberal party worker, Reeve  Andrew Parliament he should listen to his constituents Most unorthodox for Ken Binks to.talk like that can serve two masters, Lloyd Francis can't be a 
Haydnn of Nepean, an Ottawa suburb booming to and vote as the majority of them wished. - and how old-fashioned toinvoke the Bible- even Liberal in the House of Commons and a Con- 
city status. He was even in favor of a return to capital more unsophisticated to speak of his naive servative in Ottawa West," 
• punishment, and what was worse, didn't mind conception of conservatism in such un- Finally Ken Binks rallied the delegates with 
And he had the 'blessing. fashionable terms as loyalty, team-work, hard words from Winston Churchill: "If you want 
But an old party worker, who had paid his dues saying so. 
over the years, as a candidate sacrificed in Before he made up his mind and went for the work, and dedication to best  interest of the victory, think victory, talk victory, act victory, 
impossible ridings and as a loyalist who gave his nomination against he candidate favored by the taxpayers, and you shall have victory." 
all for the cause, wanted ashot at it. party executive, he consulted his old friend John He was even crazy enough to style himself as, The crowd loved it and the 2,300 packing the 
Trouble was, he had been a tw~time loser, Diefenhaker. ' well - may Joe Clark, Flora MacDonald, David convention hall gave him a cheering first ballot 
beaten by former Finarice Minister John +I~rner What the former Prime l~Iinister had,coun- MacDonald, Douglas' Roche and other victory. -. 
+ Edit andV ! f th  P pl Letters to the or o ce  o e eo e 
• . , ' • • •" • "o  • ' . 
From the Labour Advisor, Pulp and Paper in Brazil Proflis are the outcome.of Wouldn t y0u ttt~s~eyd Of~ers~.a l  edUCr~t:run~ )h~ct~r,hs~P~ngAl~f/t~.. a force with ~vhich to be reckoned from now on. 
• i e ' investment m-. rather invest in job . . . . .  pa p . • Committee T rrace $150 Million toNoraeda for mass v • " * at me are memuers Your Federal Government Copper in Chile. vestmest by Oil Companies ' Prepared by Labour of the controversial . . . . .  
and Canadian Banks to in- LAYOFF .... And the list in Copper ventures. Exxon Advisory Committee Langley School Trustees ~cnoo.~ ~.oara which 
vest in mines and indast oes on and ~, ban joined the Canadian who took on the might of spearneaq.ea a return to [ ry. g " , • " tile nment and Banks in + the B.C. Teacher s barnes m The only trouble is, mostly Over 5,000 miners from St. Gover . . . • 
not in Canada. Low interest Lawrence, Nfld, to Stewart, expressing, f.!nancial con- Editor Terrace Daffy F ederattonon matterso_f ~assroo.m,..coupled w~th [ ~t~l~ 'A[1  
loans have been provided to B.C. understand this word fldnace in um;e's reserves. Herald' * eaucadonal direcuon and me un).que recora, at [ 
Multinational Corporations only too well. Canadian One Billion u.o,ars, in I wo~ld like to thank the won.., is now motmtinga acing me amy .~cnooi I 
for development i  Third rhinos are closing or cut~ing Canadian funds nav.e ..~et! + "Kind Gentleman" driving a campaign to institute B o~'d which was able to [ 
World Countries, whose back at an increasing rate, matched by ~:xxon m ma~ truck with a camper on, for what he refers to.as "the .roouce taxes. I 
Governments are often partially in response to Dictatorship.. Oil now. hacking into rny Dodge Dart will of the neople" right Adhering the their [ 
I gO Rent Ot Dictatorships. competition from the ~ntrom near y ~tPerweorld,s car while I was in the across the ~rovince . slogan of School Trustee l 
non-onerous is0 Million to Texas Gulf Multinationals in the Third t~e . . . . .  Thornhill Grocery & This- says Westw~l, is Power, Westwood end his [ 
for Copper in Panama World. Theee are the same aeOPoo~neSv~mS~n[~I~ us~°e Laundromat store at :i~ ~hool':Tr:,~,tee Power~ supporters know they are [ 
~,6 Million to P.:Harrison Carp.orations which have g o dock o.~ Thursday 27th o Who" else he asks. 'is definite underoogs in the [ 
forCo..p~,..mura~, . tee.roved loans of taxpayer "-'~'-'~'~"a A~pril; an~! l~vimg ~ou_t  elected solely to deal'with May election in Prince [ 
VTs ~tuxon to moo tar oouurs, ~ _ . ~""L~am . . . .  s-""no~o stopping, t~ow t~navv .u matters of education? ueorge. They reauze I 
NlckdinGustemsls, And Whan You Mix Oti and Mrs,, ,P S , . . . .  dentedindoorsndamngmna r,.,.,.:.:., ,...+ t~,o. uC they are in the position of [ 
Million to Mac Bin for Copper,,, • Minister .m _ an. unto of it, Luckily, I can still open ~'~.'..T~'..".~. Fe~i w'hich"is: David facing Goliath. [ 
uovernment, nat stmeo,., the door andlucky for him I ~"~"©~ ' ' I ,, , , eciation They know they will not If we don t move in and wasnI init at the time, or got  after all, an ass 
m qP171~ • / "~ ' / I c  Trrv~r ,~  | capltell+e.on these .,ew in- his li©.nce no dedicated to the .bet- o nly^.have ~....c..~+~e I 
z~z~z~j~/a~axa~vz~t  st ves tnmnt  oppor tun i t ies  . . . .  r~,..t. ;~"'^ " ; , i s ,  ~et ter .  terment of me teacher s . . . . . .  . . I 
I , ", s_ | _ |  / (opening up in Third W.orld luck nex~ tlme~" - + lot in matters of. salary, '~Tilp, tee+ A ss~la~to ,~ I z 
m W n l r~|~ it ,me Countri.es) some o mer Your~ sincerely working conditions ant ,,~-~,,~,~,e,,o,,~-~,~;, I "! 11811 . . . . . . .  I I  ntry will If we can't et .o.^,.,-,-.t., na benefits, Not the m© o. ,~,  .~ . . . , ,o ,  o I J _ _  oou~ , g .~,. ,  . . . .  frl e 
| . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! . . . . . . . . . . . .  the Jolz in Canada we miSht. "" " Mi'~ster of 'Education F.edera!ion who, realize [ ~ ~i~ 
u.eners~omce.~z:.~3:r s te r l ln~u~ as well at least get tome at • who is appointed to this wes.oo9 s..group :s s I ~!  !i 
~,rcutsnon. 53143s; g ~ the Corporate Profit in w~o ~t ~ .~h~l  nortfolio, States mreat m me. awesome 1, 
• return " -"  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  wer me nave ac. 
PUBLISHER.,Don Cromsck m"sha reall believe .Trustee Association ~estood.__~Th.e..,. only ~ ulated ~n the face of" | 
MANAG NG EDITOR,,.Ern.t S~lor . thatD foreign Mu~llnationsl etecuon of officers, wh!oh ~rouptrm of pwp, Ueax zorW" ~u.cne . . . .  'c'"m~°~, ..... .  . " ' "~ .. . . . . .  I 
REPORTERS,,,Donna Vslllwes (Tsrrece.Thornnlll) .,,,,,.,,,nnn~ ~vtil tad  the in the;past has generated y .  sp . .  ..~...~ ,, . . . .~. I 
REPORTSRS,,,Scott Brown (Kltlmst.Kltemsst) ~'o~'h~e? Do we really as ~ i~h excitement as a + parents ano taxpayers on ~. .u ,  ,~vo,.., I 
t II ~ 632 =7~y r .  on matters of education are Win or lose West KITIMAT OFFICE...Pa Ze n k l .  • ~ w~t  welfare rather than Satu~daY a f te rno  . . . . . . . . . . .  , .." I 
Published every weekttey et 3212 Kslum St., Terrace, 4obl ? . knittl~'g bee, is ~obg. to  [nose wno. present wooo's ona,ange Will I 
B,C, A member ofVerified Clrcu atlas. Authorized as + Foracom srstivel' small rodu~e sparks t~is year, themselves for this ensure one. ~lnR,_ l, 
Ncond cle|l mall, al01stretlon number 1201o Postage Investment ~e Fe~ y could p At stake is the entire function . du.rin~. Complacency on the part I 
paid In cslh, rMurn postage guaranteed. Blist the workers in this ohilosonhy of what the muntcl a l .  emcuons, of tliose who have con. I' 
+ ~mmunitv to uurchaee the |unction - of School School ~ustees", trolled education in 
NOTE OF COPYRIOHT . . . . . . . . . . . .  I mine and keep their Jobs Trustees hould be And Westwood who is British Columbia for 
to  i ,  . t |1  
• . . . . . . . . . .  .,.,.. ,. ,, . . . .  ,......., .., . . . . . . .  ,.,, Maybe Jobs are too much this, according to Brian +running for P~esident of years, has be~n rudely 
/ f lu  ~ l l ra lw  I I IO I I ID  / r i l l  bV I I l~ l l lg l l  g l lV  IV I I I  bV~/ IM l l !  ro~q~ r ' ' ,n any advert,lament produced and,or any sdltorla, or expect f Liberals o Westwood, leader at the the Trustees Asseciationt Jolted, _ . 
-"-' . . . .  "' . . . .  t--t "-+'q.~'"d In the Herald Tar,as. dissident vaction, i s  Is backed by Mare Taxpayer-£-'arem. 
Rt"e;'r~d'u°c~l'o~ "1"'.~' p~m'l'tt'ed" w;thout he wrltt'en - ' UNEMPLOYMENT SchoolTrustees .uniting to Robertson who Is on the Power in the form of re. 
permlas lon  of the Publisher, " COSTS EACH CANADIAN form • the- single most 'ticket as Vice President, dedicated, determined 
TAXPAYER S250 YEAR; powerful voice in matters and Peter. Fassbender School Trustees, will be a 
"if I can't afford to b .y  a really expander birthday I 
gift I don't buy anything at d|, So I didn't get you| 
, anything." I 
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:Era ,pean teams hockey courage brought into focus 
PRAGUE (CP)  - -  In North sometimes brutal play Sweden and Monday against Canada system is- Dennis issecond to MarceIDionne in shooting." minutes to 78 for the tough 
Amerleanhockey, oouragels earned it the nickname of the So#let Union. Maruk, the 22-year-old scoring on the Canadian He may have the right West Germans while the 
measured in exactly the TenmUgly, The word is that The Canadians must win Cleveland Barons centre, team with six goals, idea. He has had only 18 United States is in the 
pposita direction to the way 
t's measured in Europe, 
says Marshall Johnston, 
assistant conch of Team 
Canada. 
,"In North America, you're 
measured on how tough you 
are, by how much you retell- 
ate," Said Marshall. "In 
the National Hockey League 
told this year's players: 
Certainly win if at all 
possible, but if you lose, do it 
with class. 
There have been a few 
]apses, notably in Canada's 
only loss, a 6-4 defeat at the 
hands of Finland in winch 
the Canadians played a man 
two of these games if they 
are to be sure of qualifying 
for the feurteam roond-robis 
medal playof|s. 
SAYS HE'D ENCOURAGED 
Johnston, who played for 
Canada's national team in 
the 1960s and coached the 
U.S. team in the 1977 world 
Junior tournament, said he is 
He's only five-eight and 165 
pounds, and took just 50 
minutes in penalties this 
season while scoring 35 
goals. BuLhe's known as a 
truculent guy. 
In four games here, Mamk 
hasn't taken a penalty and he 
"The Europeans tend to shots on goal in four games 
lean back when you and has scored on one-third 
bodycheck them, so it of them, an average that 
doesn't have as much el- would be stupendous back 
fort," says Maruk. "You home. 
can't shake them as easily. Canada is still the second 
So I'll use the body but my most heavily penalized team 
game will be skat~g and . in the tournament with 7O 
running for the fair play cup 
with only 22 minutes. 
The Americans suffered 
their fifth defeat in as many 
starts when beaten 7-4 by 
West Germany on Wed- 
nesday while East Germany 
beat Finland 4-3. 
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results 
This week's s~'ub l~gm 
softball results a re :  
Monday: Auto Marine Z 
Elker Auto 13 
Tuesday: Credit Union 
12, Pest Office - 8. 
Europe you're measured by 
boW. much you can take 
without retaliating. It's a 
diffe~nt type of toughness. 
It'D having the gun and not 
pu l~ the trigger." 
Team Canada came to Eu- 
rope under the shadow cast 
by last year's club whose 
Boston 
over 
Flyers' 
short seven times to none by encouraged by Canada's 
the Finns. Canada has put together play in wins over the United 
States and West Germany. 
its 3-1 record against the 
weaker dubs here. The real "But we still have a ways 
test starts tonight against to go as far as our mental 
Czechoslovakia nd con.. discipline is concerned." 
tinues on Saturday against One convert o the Team NEAREST THING TO A LIFETIME* ENGINE I I I 
, (Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in"  every few years), 
Officials eriti.eized HEW I.M,I. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGiiiE 
by Leaf's Nellson WITH A 50.000 MILE PBOTECTIV[ Bu Pont 
Complaints about officiating after losing th!e opener 5-3, 
are nothing new; ooaches in but he was not getUng naY Tell0n. COATING! ,u..+ o e o th  Natio al Hockey League sympathy b'om the ma  in ou Ponrs fluorcarbon resins. 
have been yelling about charge of the officiating 
offielab since the league was staff. • FACT The coat of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
formed" in 1917. "Ra~ed on what I saw last name it--has gone straight hrough the eelllngl The cost of gasoline and o11? UPI 
But tide spring, the whines night, the coaches just have The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UPl The 
prlcetegs on new cars and trucks? UP! It's positively sickening--and it's going to get 
have taken on a new tone to correct wo prayers (Jones WHAT IS TMT? worse before it gets any better! 
with the lineamen, instead of and Montreal's Jacques TMT is a superconcentrated hqu,d for- 
the referees, under the gun Lemaire) and the "problem mulahon incorporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
by some coaches, will be solved," Scotty the same chemical compound that went to 
Coach Roger Nellaon of Mordson, the NHL's re, eros- the Moon in the lunar vehicle eng,nes When. EO ALMOUIST wORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE EHGINEER REPORTS ON I:,M,T. VEFLON TREATMENT. 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, thzs "The act ve Chemical Ingred ent in "T.M.T." has "And once "T.M,T." has been added to a.n ~. 
Toronto Malde Leafs was in-alder, said Wednesday. " key ingredient instantly goes to work against a special affinity for metal which causes It to glne- positive results can be seen snrougn t e 
u]pset after the first game of ltL~¥E EQUAL C]L~NCE the No One Cause of poor gas mileage, "p ate" and adhere to a I,exposed friction sur. exper enced and tra ned eyes of even the most 
the ']['ore nto-Mo nt rea]  "There were  no rigid in- sluggish performance, hlgn operating tern- faces Po ymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They w notice a decided 
occurs around worn surfaces wh ch accounts for cates that p sign end rin[~ seat have Improved. Canadiens sem~ serial strueUoas to the linesmes, peratures, and mechanical breakdown: trio. thickness wh oh means a "controlled" build-up increase in compress on readings- which Indl- 
lionel drag• the numerous user-reports o:~ reduced "b.low.by'; An increase in Idle r.p.m, s will also be detect- 
because veteran linesman We told them to try and But unless you're a chemical-engineer, increased compression readings, and renuceu cii able due to the reduced friction after a few 
Nell Armstrong was make ~ure each player had rightnowyou'remorelnterestedlnwhatTMT consumption! ' hundred miles of "T.M.T." plating". 
does than how it does t So here,t as. inn  "And in order to effect a permanent treatment, ',CONCLUSION: Not only is "T,M.T." easy louse throwing centre J hnmy an equal opportunity to get nutshell: you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oll (it shou d take 30.seconds at the most ror edging 
through the oil filler hole (so-easy~-that even e permanent reatment)-but its results can be 
Jones out of the face-off the IM,tck. TMT IS FAST! There's nothing complicated a child can do i t ) -  preferably after•the engine seen even under the careful scrutL~y of any 
circle. "Weare  not inventing this. about using TMT--a 12-year-old k,d could do has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
" I t 's  ridiculous," said The clubs want the sticks to itinlessthan6Oseconds . and not even get engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T." in the engine-'are as follows: in. 
his handsdlrty' thirty m nutes, n order to make sure that all creased Gas M eage.-Increased Horsepower-Less 
Neilson. " In  one game he st IH. TMT.IS PERMANENT! It's an engrne treat- friction surfaces are "plated". 0nly eight ounces 011 Consumption- Less Wear On Internal Parts- 
against the (New York) "We are  having the same " meet, not an oil treatment., Just one single aresmallrequiredtruck engine.fUr the average passenger car or Reducedtures - Ea ierEm sslonSCold Weather- Low  Starts!0peratins" Tempera. 
Islanders it didn't happen problems with the same applicahon ,s ali d takes to permanently pro- 
once and in the next same it players we had ~b le  with tect your engine, for as long as you own your 
happened about 38 times." tturing the regular season, cdr~ TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where Now that you've heard fram the ospact.., listen ~ tke ravel of ordinar~ drive.. 
Perhaps Neilson was Surely the dubs have to take our mouth ,s on th i s . ,  w,th a $1.000.000 THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WE'VE "DLEEPEO" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS.,. trying to get a change fo r  some responsibility." Product Liability Policy ,slued by~ nahonally WoH~e you've put T.M.T. in 
tonight's econd game as the Morrison, who Is super- famous',nsufance company! your vehicle, you'll be tilling In the figures yourself). 
Leafs.try to even the series vising this series, said that TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effechve for any car. truck, or other vehic le- -whether it's this Motorcycle Racer . "Bid Deal" becomes wrong. "0f course he probably 
Jones and centre Mike year's model or one that's 15 years old' Pro- sets more power] "Good Deal" with "T.M.T." won'tTMT inadmlthis carit hatUntill'mhegivinguses himthe 
He came alive 'tuesday Kaszycki of New York tectsand preservesnewenglnes 't,ghtens "As en engineering student and "i've tried gas severs, pills, new as a present." --D,W. 
night,and, along with Boston Islanders were being con- up" and rejuvenates old ones' racer. I was interested in what filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
goaltesder Gerry Cheeyer6 sistently thrown out during TMT IS GUARANTEEDLI=very TMT Treat- T.M.T would do In a tenth mile friend told me about e product Auto Mechasic meet sold carries with it the strongest, most speeo test. that his father had lust tested for recommends 'qr.M.T'! 
and the Flyers' Bernie the quarter-finals, iron-clad Guarantee we could think of '--  A series of runs from a standing his fleet of trucks and I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and t drive a '67 Caddy and it was us- 
My mileage has gone from XX tO ing a lot of gas in the 'city and Parent, he was one of the "They were the only ones • GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage start showed that our, E.T. (Elapsed you guessed it was T.M.T. 
best players on the ice being tossed out. We have ~ore miles from every tankful or Time) was reduced byXXa second an unbelievably astounding XX. My on the highways. I was gettln# 14 
money back in furl' after T-M.T was added to the fuel father, who is a car mechanic miles to the gallon, but now since 
during the loosely-played given them all the leeway we • GUARANTEED Less 0,1 burning long- mix I~ my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Mo- told me it's Impossible but I've I've been using"T.M.T" I pick UP 
can. You have two choices--" er per¢ods before "topp,ng off" or torcross racing motorcyce, kept exact records on my last four XX gallons in the city-and XX p l -  
contest. ' tankfuls and have proven the old you peep e have a good product FEW SATISFIED putting up with all the money back in full' Asa student of engineering this Ions on'the highway, so I know 
mov l l~  around an, d hat/ in~ • GUARANTEED Smoother engmeperfor- proved that T-M-T reduced friction saying that even fathers can be and I will recommend it." 
mance less stalling and rough ,dhng and ,ncreased power." Mr. D.T.B. The poor passing and 
checking exhibited by both uncontrolled faceoffs, which or money oack in lull '  K,B.-- Rocsr . 
we don't want, or try to. 
dubu--except for Retells-- e~..t~l~pl~me ston.¢~prd. , • GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
.saemed to~.qDs~. ~@y#rhwPe~ot~,~d "'++r+' ,,T~..&e.cbkel~etni+~.+ "'- "~ " : ' :  'anOhighercompresslon ' morezipand ~ ~ F ILLOUT/ANDMAILNO-R ISK~COUPO N ' 'TODAY! ' -  
,. +,,..,.~,, ~ acceleration .+. or money back in full' . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  • 1' ' "~ 
" I  didn't think we jdd)~e~ - where , Lematre " an "' : : :e GUARANTEED Longer eng,neJife . " ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND, (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE), 
that well at all," Ratelle (George)" Fergimon were fewer repair bills (especially for costly 
admitted. "We didn't busy intercepting each ring and p,ston lobs) . or money back in. I 
othur'sstickafootaedahalf lull," Enclosed is I-I cheque or [ ]  money order 
forecheck as well as we can. • GUARANTEED All these important. 
"They took control of the (dr the ice." money-saving benefits no mat!er how [ ]  one at$14.95 []  two at $26.95 
long you Own your veh¢cle or money 
game. but we managed to NO ROUGH STUFF back ,n full' 
comeback." The anticipated rough . Name: 
Both teams were sluggish stuff failed to materialize in • 
as a result of lung layoffs the opener and referee John In view of the many possible sawngs and Address: 
benefits c,ted above• what do you suppose 
before t~a l r  semi-final series McCauley called just six any vehicle owner or operator would gladly City: - Pray.:  P.C, 
could get started, minor penalties, three to pay for a one-time. 9ermaneof treatment of 
TMT? $50.00 "~ $f00 007 MORE? 
.But during i l~t  workouts each side. .Well. listen to thzs The established reta,I FOREST LAWN'DISTR iBUTORS 
Wednesday, ihe atmospher.e At times, the Leafs price of TMT s only $14 95' That's right, only 
was relaxed, an Indication resorted to their old clutch- $~495-a tiny investment that could possibly P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary,Alberta.  T2A 4X8 
that the opening-gume jitters and-grab style, but Montreal pay itself back dozeos of t,mes over !n say- 
were out of the way. defenceman Larry R6binson ,ngs on gas. o,I. and repa,r b,lls Fanlast~c 
,That same nervousness said it's "part of their game, 
didn't bother Ratelle on a tactic." 
Tuesday, and his Stanley ,yon heve to slow down the 
Cup eXperience should have oth~ team and if that means 
a settling effect on his team- giving a little tug, a ,little 
mates, hook, that's fine. Therda no 
sense crying about it." i 
Robinson and defenceman 
B(JSTON (CP) --  Jean Ra- 
tease, the veteran Boston 
centreman, stands half- 
dressed in the Bruins' 
lecher-room atthe Garden in 
the middle of his 12th Stanley 
Cup phyoff season. 
Raielle, who came to the 
Bruina from New York 
Rangers aa port of the. 
biggest Nation¢l Hockey 
League trade of the 1970s, 
doesn't look his 37 years at 
first giants. 
The six.foot-one, 180-pound 
frame is trim, appearing 
much smaller than listed in 
the Bruins yearbook. Only in 
tha lines of his face is there a 
hint of age in a man who 
played his first NHL game 
for the Rangers during the 
1960-61 season. 
- He'a surrounded by.. a 
crowd of reporters, all 
wanting to know how he 
broke out of a playoff slnmp 
by nearing a goal and two 
assists in BOston's 3-2 
overtime triumph over 
Philadelphia Flyers in 
Tuesday's emi-final series 
opening ame. 
The second game gets 
andes" way tonight at 7:35 
p.m: EDT before the series 
moves to Philadelphia for 
the third and fourth games 
Sunday and Tuesday. 
HAD HELP 
"I don't think I was that 
sharp," Ratelle protested 
mildly. "Well, pretty good. 
"You can't do. it by, 
yourself. That's what makes 
this t~m work~-everybody 
carries the load." 
That is a typical under- 
statement for the St. Jean, 
Que., native who came to 
Boston in November, 1975, 
niong with Brad Park and 
Joe Zanusal for Phil Espnsito 
and Carol V adnals. 
The shock of leaving the 
IyNHL team he'd ever 
yed for was tough at firsz 
but adjustments wore made 
and in the last three years 
Ratelle has scored Sl, 33 and 
2S goals respectively. 
Denpite the relatively low 
goal total during the. regumr 
season, Ratelle added en 
important 59 assists and 
floished with 84 points while He opened the scoring 
appearing in all 80 games. Tuesday night and then set 
But during the four up a ascend-period goal by 
quarterfinal games against Don Marcotte and then the 
Chicago.Blaek Hawks, he overtime .winner by Pick 
was k t off the acoreshest, bliddleton. \ .  
GW Lapointe were given the 
day off from the Montreal 
practice but will be 'in 
uniform tonight. 
Hospitality Test #3 
, @ @ 
If you were a visitor, how Would 
.you rather get directions? 
- When Vourre in a strange pla.ce, Rrs muchn!cer.to have 
a local tell you whatrs what-and where to tlna n .man to 
, try and figure it o~ut yourself from a guide hook or map, 
So next time you see someone looking for help, show a 
little British Columbia hospitality. Put on a super smile° 
step right up, and steer them straight. Better still, walk a 
few blocks and chat. We want eye ,one  to feel welcome in 
British Columbia this year. . .. 
For full Information about Tourism British Columblats 
HospitalityCertiflcate Course, call Ted TwIor 6Mi.14114 
,.. + ' . * s l ie r  6 psm, 
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Crash! 
There goes a favorite 
piece o'f crystal ,  in a 
thousand little pieces. How 
are you ever going to make 
sure that all that glass is 
picked up? 
Rol l  up some paper 
toweling into a pad, winding 
transparent tape around it, 
with the adhesive side out. 
Pat the area where glass is 
scattered and tape will pick 
up all those little splinters. 
Quick Pick-Up for 
A Drab Kitchen: 
If you've painted your 
kitchen walls and cabinets 
and the area still looks drab, 
chances are you need a new 
look on your floor. You can 
give your kitchen exciting 
new appeal by in.stalling the 
popular new adhesive- 
backed floor" tile squares. 
They're easy to put down, 
and there are many attractive 
patterns and colors to 
choose from. 
Pictured are four winners of the eleven 1977 Trillium Awards given at the Toronto 
Furniture Show. The award, cenue, is given to furniture manufacturers of home 
Furniture for recognition of excellence. There were over 70 entries in this years 
competition. 
EXCELLENCE FEATURED 
IN HOME 
Clear evidence that he Canadian 
Furniture Industry is alive, inven- 
tive and able to fare the chall- 
enges of foreign competition and 
design in a tough market place 
was given at this years Toronto 
Furniture Show. 
Among these exhibits were 
winners of the 1977 Trillium 
Award. The "aWard sponsored 
jointly by the Ontario Furn- 
iture Manufacturers' Association 
(O.F.M.A.) and the Ontario 
Ministry of Industry and Tourism 
is given to manufacturers to re- 
cogoize a'ch!evement i  design, 
pi'oduction and marketing of 
Drastic-made furniture. 
"This years entries represent a 
superior quality of furniture being 
produced in Canada," said Ken 
Campbell, general manager ofthe 
O.F.M.A. "Our jury had to 
choose from over 70 entries in the 
various categories and it was a 
tough choice." 
The furniture was judged by 
professionals in the industry ~us 
giving the consumer confidence in 
the overall quality of the product. 
Serving as jurors were Mildred 
Istonn of Chatelaine; "Doug 
Young, Chemey Brothers, Peter- 
borough, Ont; Frank Goldoni, 
Capri Furniture, Chatham, Ont; 
J.G. Konleve, Simpson-Sears; 
Tom Glaciney,/Eaton's; Kelly 
Bates, Interior Designers of 
Ontario; IL D. Creelman, 
Creelman International. 
There were multiple winners of 
the eleven Trillium Awards given 
this year. 
FURNISHINGS 
Collingwood, Ontario won three. 
Their Reminiscence Collection 
won in the category of North 
American Traditional Dining 
Room. The suite was done in a 
finish called Nostalgic Oak - a 
light brown which allows the 
individuality and beauty of the 
oak grain to show through. Kant- 
man's Comment Collection won 
the Modem Dining Room cate- 
gory. Simple and pleasing to the 
eye, this suite featured chairs with 
caned backs. The caning carries 
through to the hutch where cab- 
inet doors are caned also. The 
third Trillium Award was for the 
Carpathian Collection of occa- 
sionai tables. Clear bevelled 
Belgium glass was used on top 
while the wood selected was 
Carpathian Elm veneers with elm 
and maple solids. 
Gibbards Furniture Shops Ltd. 
was a double winner with their 
entries of the Somerset Collection 
in the European Traditional 
Bedroom class and Wellington 
Collection for European Tradi- 
tional Dining Room furniture. 
Both were constructed of 
mahogany. A special feature of 
the dining table is it can be used 
for four people but can also be 
extended to 92 inches to seat 10. 
A point o note for today's maller 
dining rooms. " 
Another dual winner was 
Manrer Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd. 
of Toronto.They won the Modem 
Bedroom Furniture award for the 
streamlined "1100 Suite." All 
pieces of rids suite are ofkancked- 
down construction with special 
hardware nabling an .easy ex- 
' change ofparts - especially handy 
for people on the move. Maurer's 
Specialty Furniture award. 
Arconas Corporation of 
Mississanga entered a practical 
and fun double seating unit and 
chair called"Togo." It is made of 
solidly eqglneered foam construc- 
tion with Dacron quilted to the 
fabric These pieces are modular 
and can be put together to suit any 
shaped room. 
The Trillium Award winner for 
Traditional Upholstered Furn- 
iture was Cooper Bros. Up- 
holstery Co. Ltd. Their sofa 
D2165 is available in a selection 
of fabrics to suit everyone's tastes 
and style of living. 
Kroehler Manufacturing Com- 
pany won the European Trad- 
tionai Occasional Table category 
with their Crown Colony Collec- 
tion. They are styled in the Queen 
Anne period and comumers have 
several table models from which 
to choose. 
m 
entry, Wall Decor 7000, a con- 
Kaufman Furniture Ltd. of temporary wall system, won the 
. . . . . .  , • • = • . . . . . . .  , , . . . • . , .  • • • • • o • • . . . . .  ..,-.-•o•-•..-.-,.•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•o•-•*•..o.o•-°o.°.' ;~.:~.~:~:~:;~.~:;:.~:;~.~.;:~.~:~:~:~.~:~;~:~~~ 
GROW VEGETABLES IN C0NTAINERS if you're shod on gardening space. It's 
a practical, decorative way of supplying fresh vegetables for your table. 
In the Modem Occasional 
Chairs, Plydesigns of Drone, 
Ontario won with their Chair 
7500. A comfortable and 
aesthetic piece of furniture, the 
chair comes in a variety of fabrics 
to suit anyone's taste. 
"The Trillium Awards tell the 
home furniture buyer that they're 
getting value for their money," 
said Mr. Campbell. "You have to 
be selective and critical when 
purchasing .furniture; it's an 
investment." 
The public is invited to direct 
questions on furniture to "The 
Trillium Award Centre For 
Furniture," 6900 Airport Road, 
Mississauga, Ontario IAV IEB, 
Please enclose a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. 
SIMPLICITY IS THE KEY TO INTERIORS TODAY. They use few furnishings, functional and good-looking, 
I spiced with color and texture. Take a converted attic with no natural ight and make it cheerful, bright 
and usable in a dozen ways by building around a modular group and adding texture. Each of the pieces, 
corner unit, ottoman or armless chair ean be placed in'whatever order desired. A special asset is the 
Hide-A.Bed sofa section which opens up into a queen-size bad; the family room becomes an instant guest 
room. Just as importantly, the mobility of the pieces is ideal for varying groups or uses. With four corner 
'sections, one makes a popular "pit". Covered in grass green, the suggestion of the out-of-doors is 
heightened by ceiring panels which comb!no green with sky blue stripes. A woodsy note is the natural oak 
table and bentwood chairs. It's all unified by a solid white background. The success of the room is 
testimony to the fact that one is totally unaware of the lack of windows. (Charade modular group by 
Simmons) 
~ ; : ; : ; : : : ; : : : ~ ' . ' ; : ; : ; : ; : ; : ;  
DRAFTS COST MONEY 
The blast ofcold air blow- 
ing through your home 
whenever the outside door is 
opened chills the rooms 
directly, and forces the 
warmed air out the window 
frames on the other side, 
cosfin'g you fuel money 
every time. " t  
An entrance vestibule will 
reduce this draft substart- 
tiaily, and should be built at 
the front and rear door 
wherever possible, suggests 
the Better Heating-Cooling 
Council. Temporary, light- 
weight vestibules may be 
available at your local build- 
mg supply warehouse. 
Where this can't be done, 
an extra piece of hot water 
baseboard can be installed 
inside the entrance and con- 
nected to the hydronic heat- 
ing system. The air will be 
tempered  as it moves 
through the house, reducing 
:hose chilly drafts. 
Caring for Plants 
While You're Away 
There's no need to pre- 
vail upon friends or family 
to water your plants while 
you're awa3~ on your next 
/ 
FEB'77 
NEW FEATURES EXPAND C0OKTOP'S USE. Remodeling an old 
opportunity to improve the versatility of their cooking areas. For exa 
configurations available on the market oday have expanded the uses 
according to Sears marketing experts. Many gas and electric cooktow. 
and grills as well as thermostatically controlled burners. 
HANDY-MAN SPECIAL! 
Sound 3 bedroom full 
basement home on large 
rural lot near "schools. 
Needs some fender loving 
care but is very suitable, in 
both location and size, for a 
family.  Asking price 
$40,000. Open to offers. 
WANT A LARGE 
WORKSHOP: 
How about this package. 3 
bedroom modular home on 
completely fenced large 
rural lot. 24x24 garage 
workshop with concrete 
floor. Chicken coop, green 
house, berry bushes. 
Everything you need for 
conferrable rural living at 
reasonable price at $32,900. 
LAKELSE LAKE 
Thinking of purchasing a recreational property at 
Lakelse Lake. We have lakeside cottages and vacant 
land listed. Drop in and discuss these with our sales 
staff. 
~ ~  ~' .  
SOLD LET'S SELL 
YOURS 
This 3 bedroom family 
home listed and sold within 
:2 weeks. Contact our able 
i sta,ff about handling your 
real estate sales for you. 
Competent and friendly 
service from McColl's. 
COPPERSIDE ESTATES,: 
A growing rural corn? 
munity where home 
owners take care of their 
property. This 2 bedroom 
mobile home with large 
addition comes tully fur- 
nished. Excellent 
workshop on property. 
Garden area and frame for 
greenhouse. Asking 
$22,000. 
2v2 acres vacant land 
suitable for subdivision 
available. Zoned mud. 
on Graham Avenue. Very 
prospects. Sewer and water 
density. Asking $39,000. 
Quality wood ,ndows l [  
have fac tory -app l ied  center and angled at each ~ntralll 
weatherstripping to ensure end, are graceful and and anunusualfloor plan. Weslview .Drive. This Horseshoe area, fourl l  
against heat-robbing air d i s t i i~ct ive .  They are sale on Hanson St. Has This could be the "dif. three bedroom home has bedrooms, kitchen w i fh l  
infiltration. Coml~ined with especially effectiw with large lot and additional ferent" house you've been many unique features eating area and carport. 
J entail self contained cabin looking for, Listed at which must, be viewed. Needs some redecorating. 
the natural insulation of Colonial 'or Ge6rgian =n property. Call Hers•or SSS,000and open to offers. Call .Kelly for an inside (~all Kelly for your up. 
wood sash and insulating arc~tecture ,  but  are Chrisfel. ; Phone Frank. Io0kl Pointment review. 
glass- - t .wopanesofg lass  becoming  popu lar  in ''l~'li'l~lB 
with an insulation air space contemporary homes. / R r l=n 0FFIOE HOURS 
befwecn - -  up-to-date wood 
windows effectively gua.rd The wide variety of stock 
against heat loss through the quality wood windows are HORST GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 KELLY  SQUIRES.  635-7616 
glass areas and against available to provide the 
condensation, homeowner with nearly FRANK SK IDMORE -635-5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  . 635-5397 
Well-built wood windows ,unlimited choices i ,  his 
come in a range ofstylesand selection of replacement 
sizes to meet just about any windows. a l l  
vacation - -  now there are 
Self-watering planters avail- 1 
able, keeping aconstant, but 
I not over-abundant supply of water on hand for your p l a n t . .  ' Elegant-Looking Windows 
Need Not be Expensive 
Custom made is often des ign  requ i rement .  ' :~ : ' :e l  
elegant. It's also expensive, Unusual window treatments 
in clothes, au,Jmobilesand add visual interest to a 
homes. With replacement home. . . . .  
__ Two fireplace, three 
windows however, there's a ~ ~ ~ - ~  bedroom, family room with 
way to get the custom look Homeowners thinking A very special chalet.type 3 bedrooms, full basement Thornhillarea. Situatedon wet bar and a craft or 
without straining the family about replacing old, drafty rasldencewithover20O0sq, home on quiet street in large 05x425' lot, fully sewing room are lust lhe 
budget, windows ~vith modern wood fl. living area. . Impressive town. Features large landscaped. Features beginning. . Four piece 
• windows should consider living,room with fireplace kitchen and ensuite off beautiful ~natural rock ensuite bath and feature 
Modern wood windows, the various styles. Sliding and open beam ceilings, masterbedroom. . Asking veneer on front entrance, 2 ceiling in the living room 
whichare manufactured in a windows or patio doors, for Beautiful pine and cedar $45,500. Call Horst, or fireplaces, 3 bedrooms and add to this home an at- 
variety of stock sizes,and example, have a trim look panelling. Situated on a 5 Christel for more details, completely fln'sihed in.law mosphere of its own, 
styles, can add a touch of that suits modern architec- acre parcel close to town. [ ~ ~ ~ .  , ~. , suite. Call Horst or Located in a quiet area and 
Asking price $66,000; To ~ ~.~,~k~'~ Christel for viewing, asking $63,500. Call Kelly 
class to an entire home, The ture, yet provide good view call Horst or Cbristel. ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . "  :, .~ ,, , . . .  :~ ~,~<..... , today. 
warm, rich grain of wood ventilation and excellent. ' ~ ~ ~ l ~ J ~ =  
gives w indows natura l  visibility. Used in series, ; ,.,., . ~  
detail. Good design and' they have the effect of 
factory engineering do the opening up an entire wdll, A fine 3 bedrooms home vr~ - ~-u:~ emm ~~r ~,i,,, i l~  :~L:"
rest. Bow windows, which curve with all the features you ~!p l I~ I~~BI~ 
outward, and~haywiodows, normally expect plus a 
which are straight in the ful ly finished garage, 
circular paved driveway throughout and located on e 
- ~ -  . , . . . . .  f - ~ l • ~ m m m m m w m m ~  
I I  
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A SOUTHWESTERN MOTIF KITCHEN, incorporating many do.it-yourself ideas, was inspired by new 
appliance color "Almond" and features many urtusual storage ideas developed by the editors of Family 
'Circle magazine.Shown are Hotpoint's self.cleaning drop-in range with hood, 12-cycle dishwasher, and 
trash compactor. 
SOLAR HI r 
Solar heating is here to 
stayl Of course the heat 
from the sun has warmed 
our planet from the begin- 
ning of time; however, this 
same source of heat is just 
now being used to warm 
modern homes. 
Most solar heated homes 
are custom built with the 
solar heating system adding 
$2,000 to $6,000 to the 
construction cost. However, 
by using the principles of 
solar heating, you can warm 
some of the rooms of your 
house and cut down on your 
consumption of electricity, 
gas or oil without installing 
~y :eom.plete : solar.: *heating : 
stem. , 
Many'r0oms have win- 
dows which face south, 
rece iv ing  sun l ight  and  
warmth mpst of the day. To 
retain this heat, cover the 
windows with insulated 
shutters or drapes after the 
sun sets. This can also be 
done to windows which face 
west and receive intense 
/fftern0on sun. 
Paint an outside masonry 
wail of your home that faces 
south with black or very 
dark painti Place a pane of 
gla~ in front of the wall, 
leaving a few inches of space 
between the glass and wall to 
trap the ehat. As the sun 
disappears, some of the 
trapped heat will be ab- 
sorbed through the walls 
into the house. 
This the concept used in 
constructing solar heating 
systems. A house is designed 
with a roof that slants'to the 
south. The roof is painted 
black and covered with a 
pane of glass. The heat 
tramp•el bet~,,een,, the roof 
and glass.is transmitted into 
a storage unit, usually a pile 
o f  rocks or a water tank 
located under the house. 
The storage unit releases the 
heat slowly in the same way 
that a sidewalk which is still 
warm in the evening after a 
hot day releases the heat it  
has absorbed. 
Even with a solar heating 
system, most houses use a 
conventional heating system 
as a back-up for days when 
there is not enough sunlight 
to warm a house. 
 !l li l!!lliPl )llll)l 
=mi~. . , .mumi~.  
I IV=::~ Ii 
II1 11 
i l,mme I 
Ill,it II 
A Home for YourPlants 
The' container you select 
f.o r your plants is all-impo,r- 
tanl . . .  after all, that's 
home to )'our green-leaved 
friends! 
Experts say you can't go 
wrong with those old.fash- 
ioned, unglazed clay pots, 
Water evaporates through 
the sides, helping roots to 
stay cooler. 
. Plastic. pots are less ex- 
pensive and lighter, but they 
should have.d~'ainage holes, 
plan.t experts.warn. 
Redwood containers are 
good for outdoor use, as 
they are rot.resistant and 
durable. 
If you've, been gi fled with 
a beautiful container that 
doesh't feature drainage,'put 
your plaet, in a slightly 
smaller.clay pot that can set 
inside your decorative pot. 
A national magazine has 
come up with a "sun 
count ry"  adobe-s ty led  
kitchen, chock-fu l l  of 
practical and inexpensive 
ideas you can use to improve 
Wide-0pen 'Sun Country' Kitchen 
Has Do-It-Yourself Storage Ideas 
improving kitchen efficiency 
are exposed natural wood 
shelves, where often-used 
items are within eye yiew 
and arm's length; a pantry, 
bidden behind easy-to-make 
efficiency and increase 
storage. 
Inspired by Hotpoint's 
newest appliance color - -  
Almond, a soft warm tone 
- -  the magazine used 
Southwest textures, natural 
materials and earth tones in 
designing a kitchen with 
open storage and efficiently 
arranged work areas: sink 
center, food preparation 
island, and cooking center. 
Almond-colored appli- 
ances that blend-in with the 
kitchen featured in the 
February issue of "Family 
Circle" magazine include a 
serf-cleaning range with 
range hood, a 12-cycle 
dishwasher, food waste 
disposer, built-in trash 
'compactor, and a no-frost 
refr igerator,freezer with 
• o I , 
extenor =ce and  water 
service. 
A lso includ~:d is a 
microwave oven, that,  
instead of being on a 
b, ) 
t 
, FEB'77 , 
WASH & WEAR PAIR... In an apartment or condominium where space is iimited, or ina single-family 
home where an auxiliary laundry center off the master bedroom can provide step-saving convenience, 
this compact laundry pair from General Electric an offer the solution. The washer hooks up to the sink 
and has a high-speed spin for maximum oisture removal from clothes. The dryer can be wall-mounted 
and does not need to be vented. 
countertop, is conveniently 
mobile on a roll-about cart 
which has storage space for 
other small appliances, and 
which can itself be tucked 
into an under -counter  
|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm I 
storage area. - 
An alcove at one end of 
the kitchen keeps the large- 
capacity washer and dryer 
convenient, yet out of sight 
with the help .of colorful 
folding panels. 
The k i tchen's wide- 
openness fits current rends,' 
according to Hotpoint 
kitchen:planning manager 
William J. Ketcham, as do 
the "how-to" projects which 
the magazine incorporated 
into it. 
Some of these ideas for 
Decorating Tip: 
Looking for a way to 
divide an area when privacy 
or partitioning are needed? 
One way to divide •'room 
when you want to, yet have 
it open when you wish, is to 
use traverse draperies" as 
room dividers. 
You can screen off a 
I 
bedroom, with draperies 
hung from a ceiling-mount- 
ed traverse rod. or from a 
ceiling track. 
lattice doors;a built-in desk cluttered kitchen from the Egyptians as a pesticide'? 
for the busy homemaker, dining area when you are Even today, organic ••r- 
and an adjacent slotted q~ entertaining, or provide deners use garlic sprays to 
storage area for trays, xivacy for guests in a combat garden pests. 
cooling racks, cookie sheets, 
or other storable items. 
• :..:..:..:.::..:..:..:. ¢. :. :..:..:..> .: .:..:..:..:. ~.  
Safety Tip: 
Scat ter  rugs can be 
dangerous to have around 
the house if they're not 
firmly secured. 
Use tw0-sicled rug and 
carpet tape-to keep rugs 
securely on the floor.. 
Comfortable • Room Can Also Be Beautiful 
Garden with Garlic, 
Did you know that garlic 
was used by the ancient; 
~' \DOUOLA~ 0 ::i~-R[N-W(8[ 
!~.CHANNEL "" ~"~-~" 
~ LTD. 
such as one called "Abbey" 
from the Mannington Mills 
"Million Air" collection has 
the  rugged beauty  of 
weathered hearthstone and 
f i ts  in kitchens, hallways, 
foyers, p layrooms and 
patios as well as in dens.' 
Available in 6-and 12-foot 
widths, it 's cushioned for 
walking comfort. Its exclu. 
sive high-gloss Dura Polish 
wearlayer clean's with just 
a swish of a damp mop. 
-You might accesser•z• 
your room with plants and 
very early-looking objects, 
'such as a weathered, wooden 
duck decoy, a few leather- 
bound books and dark 
painted canisters. A few 
ferns hung at a recessed 
window Will f inish the 
decor and add country-llke 
freshness. 
For a free booklet about 
"Decorat ing  From the 
Floor Up," write Dept. L-8, 
Mannington Mills, Inc., 
Salem, N.J. 08079. 
You can give rooms de- 
signed for relaxation a warm, 
cozy look when you choose 
comfortable, informal wood 
furnishings upholstered in 
rich, earth-toned colors that 
can' be picked up elsewhere 
in the room. 
Make a fireplace in the den 
the focal point by hanging 
an old-fashioned wall clock 
over its ornamental facing. 
A set of cast-iron coal tongs 
and an ant ique- look ing 
copper skillet "combine to 
create a rustic effect. A large 
wicker baske*t filled with 
dried red flowers or leaves 
on a nearby hearth adds 
accent. 
A tuf ted armchair and a 
spool-turned baby bed, cov- 
ered'with a patchwork quilt, 
can lend a relaxing Early 
American look to this all- 
purpose room. But since it 
will be a room where family 
activity, centers, you'll need 
a floor covering that resists 
hard usage and cleans easily. 
[] A ceramic ti le design 
[ ]  
[ ]  
: ! i  ~.xclu~ive 829." 4610 Soucie A 
[] • to~v'n ce~'t~,'2 ~'e~o;m' ~a~n 
i • bedrooms in basement. C 
• • bathroom in basement with, 
[] "•  We have attractive mobile'ho [] • 
[]  • $7,500. Also one on Scotton I 
m r ....... 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
• ~0 v l  ~sst-e ~-2o ' 
• ve. On I.y.. S35.L.0 I 
•  "floo'r~esid'en c~'wit h exlra 
• ompact kitchen. Second 
• t unfinished family room. 
• ~ me lots on Beaver, $9,600 & 
• ff Street with all services for 
• m • sais00. Open to offers on each. 
• [] [] 
• .A D IST INCT IVELY  DES IGNED DEL IBERATELY  .D IFFERENT l ', • Lxclu.~e..~4~_B_ul~$iy" Driv~e $32t0~0; Large parcel, 
[ ]  • 300'x300' (2.07 acresT~ossen creek area, new full E HOME is featured this week by WIGHT•AN & SMITH REALTY .  []  • 
[] The owner chose a nice 70x132 foot property  centra l ly  s i tuated in the .[] • basement home, main floor 2 bedrooms, kitchen, dining 
= 4800 block of Tuck Avenue. Then designed and bui l t  this  near new • • area, living room, entrance area, bathroom. Some 
[]  • finishing needed, but.one can move in. 
residence. Cathedral  Ent ry  leads up; and fo the r ight  is a large 15 by []  • 
=- 24 foot carpeted l i v ingroomwl th  nor ther ly  view, to the left a Mrge []  • so07 McRae Street..S.elect residencet'lwo finished floors, 
: • ~ l~e"  ; i~a"~e.  S' c~p'eted'be'dr~'oms, living room and 
6324721 
DAVE SERRY 
632.4426 
| 
[] 
[] 
[] 
mm 
[] 
[] 
[] 
mm 
m 
[] 
m 
kitchen and d in ing area, w i th  master bedroom and bath also on the 
same floor. Venture down the Cathedral Ent ry  and you  f ind two 
large bedrooms and bath, laundry" area and Fami ly :Recreat i0n  
room with ~ F i rep lace . .  A carport  is attached. This. home is 
rea l is t ica l ly  priced at  lust $51,500. as a quick sale is desired. Ph'one 
635-6361, Wightman & Smith Realty for an appointment  o v iew. 
LISTED WITH 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH, 
• • 
II 
[] 
m 
m 
m 
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OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS, AUOClATE DEALERS. 
KITIMAT 
"The Performers" 
HOMES FOR SALE 
J-43 - Doublewide Mobile Home 
4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement 
27 •Finch - 1 1/2 Storey Revenue 
76 Carlson - Large Prestige Home 
J -20.2 Bedroom Mobile Home 
i 
MARCH SALES 
8-20 Clifford Street 
3 Davy Cresent 
27 Omenlca Street 
15 Heron Street 
1629 Gryfalcon Street 
889 Columbia Street 
28 Hawk Street , 
J-~ Vim Village 
44 Grin Street 
1st Avenue, Lakelie Lake 
91 Okanagan Street 
7.486 Quatdno 
HAVING TROUBLE SELLING YOUR 
HOME? TALK TO THE "PERFORMERS" 
f 
DOUGLASCHANNEL "PERFORMS" 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
APPRAISALS. PROPERTY M~,NAGEMENT 
: LOT SALES--DEVELOPMENT • 
CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE 
MORTGAGE ADVICE 
I 
• •and 
ASSISTANCE 
Don't Fool Around With Half A Service 
Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office 
We Am Here To Help You. Professioha y 
CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUST TRY US ,. 
I 
. 4641 Gou le t  Avenue.  OnlY$26,500.  95,  : 
percent financmg on 3 bedroom home, water,,.sewer, 
pavement, carpeted living room, separate laundry area, i " 
insulated for hydro heat, shake and' sid.ing exterior, • 
landscal~d. 
Excl.sive.l: 2511 ¢ra~ Drive. O.~.~L000. Appea..g .a 
1.'Ta~c"re~,Td~,~i-fo~ a'nim~sT"3"b~'droom home, modern, 
extra study or sewing room or 4th bedroom. Carport, : 
covered patio, concrete foundation, spacious living room, : 
oil heat. Family kitchen, " : 
Exclusive 824..3498 Old Lak~lse Lake Road. Only$44,000• -, 
family room. Two bathrooms, wrap-around patio, F:rench carpeted, compact kitchen built.in range and oven, full • .  
doors, tota'l of over 2,000 sq. ft. on tw'o floors, paved quiet basement with fireplace and nice recreation room, extra • 
• street, carport,.affractive exterior of stucco, cedar, and room for office.study.sewing, lots of storage in this clean • 
• red brick. Everything needed for good accommodat on. residence, garage, playhouse, Owners anxious to sell as • 
• Asking S65,000. Exclusive 85,1, they are moving• B 
A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estat~ Service a 
,? 
!, 
i 
) 
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Terrace Public Library News 
by Michael Collins 
fun just to look at the pic- 
tures. 
Karsjan (785.092) by Paul 
Robimon will give you a 
background inthe life of one 
of today's leading musical 
fugures, Herbert Von I 
Kanjan, who is conductor of I 
the 3erlin Phi lharmonic[  
Orchestra. His r i se  to '  
superstardom in the world of 
classical music is chronicled 
with words and photographs 
in this compact little volume. 
Alistalr Cooke's America 
(973) by Alistair Cooke, is a 
personalized look at the 
history of the United States. 
This,book was preceded by a 
special series of television 
programmes with the same 
name, The book is lavishly 
illustrated and the text is 
very readable. It's just the 
kind of thing to get an in- 
troduction to the past of our 
neighbor to the south. 
Kate, our children's 
librarian, invites you to 
This'weeL" we'Ll take a look 
a, some book~ that have just 
ar=tved at your Public 
Library. There are a wide 
variety of subjects and the 
descriptions here must. 
necessarily be only a.sample 
of what you'll find o~ our.new 
book shelf. 
The Famine 
Business(S38.19) by Colin 
Tudge tells you why starving 
people in the Third World 
War can mean bigger profits 
than ever for certain giant 
global corporations. This is 
a hopeful book in that it does 
not merely criticize, but 
points out several very 
tangible steps toward a 
solution to a problem that, in 
the author's view, is un- 
necessary. 
In the Deserts of this Earth 
(500.91) by Uwe George is 
both an adventure book in 
the traditional sense of the 
word and in the sense that it 
will challenge you to find out 
a good deal about the 
amazing dry lands of our 
planet. The book includes 
many colour illustrations. 
The Pictorial En- 
cyclopedia of Antiques 
(745.1) by Jan Durdik and 
others is a profusely 
illustrated guide to all sorts 
of antiques including fur- 
niture, vases, tapestries, 
glasses, porcelein figurines, 
clocks, keys and even 
medieval suits of armour. 
Even if you don't collect it's 
IN JURED BY BOMB 
HAIFA (AP) - -  A bomb 
found on a bus after the 
ve_~hicle arrived in the 
Je~C~sh-Arab town of Acre 
exploded Thursday while it 
was being dismantled, in- 
juring four .persons, in- 
cluding two police sappers, 
authorities reported. None of 
the injured was seriously 
hurt. Eight persons were 
arrested in connection with 
the incident, police said. 
TOte I~t  f ~  ibskfl m t]~ Wodd"' 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn Hickmin. 638.8427 
Lois Mohninger. 635-5309 
come to the Pooh Party at 
the library and bring your 
friendsl Games, puppets, 
. WhaZ- .  
difference a 
a price makes. 
"The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world." William Ro,s Wallace 
fun and laughter. All ages ' ' ' ... ~.~...............~....:~:...:.:~;.;..~;.;:b:.:.:.:;:::::::::.:.::..i:~:!:~:~:~:~:~:~!!i~i~i~i~ 
at 10:30 a.m. 
ATTEND .ore 
" THE ' HEART 
o,u,o, 
See for yourself at. 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16West Terrace, B.C. VaG IL8 
635-6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
~0ND~ Testdrivea Honda today. 
May 3, 1978 
TICKET . NUMeER OF 
NUMBER I I WIN WINNING T=CKETS 
1 
25 
$100,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$100.00 
$25.00 
WIN 
$100,000.00 
$1,000.00 25 
- " - ~,--0~" $100.00 
2f06 $25.oo 
T!CKET NUMBER o~ WIN 
NUMBER WINNING T ICKETS 
i ~ ~ '  I $100,000.00 
i lO i l l e  2~! S1,000.00 
~-'QB" $100.00 
$25 
T,CKET NU,~BERO~ WIN 
NUMBER WINNING T ICKETS 
i~~9:  1 $100,000i00 
| 9 2§ $1,000.00 
208 $1oo,oo 
.. 2106 $25.0~o 
T,CKET NOMSERO~ No.eE~ W,NN,NG ~,~KETS WIN 
1 $100,000.00 
2§ $1,000.00 
LL~I  208 $100.00 
2106 $25.oo 
i ,  i 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
OHUROH 
MAY 17, 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar winners ($25) may claim 
their winnings by presenting their tickets to any branch of 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in British COlumbia. 
Alberta. Saskatchewan. Manitoba nd The Yukon• 
Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teachln 
Sunday School 
11: 00 a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
, KNOX 
UNITED 
OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. 
Dave Martyn 
;unday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 - i1:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
ZION 
BAPTIST 
OHUROH 
(:or. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635-2407 
Home 635.5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m 
Morn ing  Worship 11:00 
a.m. 
OF 
YOUR 
OHOIOE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
OHUR#H 
OF . 
60D 
3341 River Drive, 
Terrace, B.C. 
• " 638-1561 
Rev. R.L. White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a .m.  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
n.m. 
I 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
OHUROH 
Car. SparksSt. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 
• 635-5882 ' 
iornlng Service lh00a.m 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
/Irmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
i i 
4030 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 63S.2312 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
11:30 a m. 
7:30 p.m. 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
0:00 a.m. Sunday School 
1:00 a.m. Family Worship 
:rvice 
i 
ST, MATTHEW'S 
" ANGLICAN 
CHURCH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
• 635-9019 
• Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com- 
~ munion for the family 
Ministers: 
, ~  J l l l=,~, Rev. Lance Stephens • 635- .-'Wk\ " 
k ~ ' ~ 1 ~  ,t Rev. Stephen Inoue - 635- 
\ ,  
~ . I~37 Webh Ave. 
l i l , '  Welcomes you toworsldp 
. CHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
CHUROII 
' Sparks St. & 
Straume Ave. 
Ray. S. Van Daalan 
Sunday School • Terrace 1(: 
a.m. 
SundaySchool - Remo h00 
p.m. 
11: 00 a.m. Worship Service 
5~00 p.m. Worship Servlce 
(EdRr.atl0n Hour 
11:00 i .m. Family Worship 
Service 
r . .~'4--_=,-..-_=~r- " " 
7:30 p .m.  Evangll lt lc 
Salvation Meeting 
Monday Night 
7:30 p.m. 'Bible Study & 
Preyer Meath~ 
Wednesday 
7:30 p.m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
AM "St :  vice" S Week 
Service= on Gldlon. 
635.$446 
Chrletlan Councelllng 
Emergency Welfare 
SplrltualResource= 
"THE MAN THE CALL" 
April 17 Monday at 7:30. 
Ihe F I LM "MARTIN 
L.UTHE R" • 
N.BERrA'S SWINGIhrSUMMER 
It starts in early July, with the world's 
biggest rodeo-- the Calgary Stampede. 
But it's more than a rodeo. Hang onto your 
Stetson while you ride ferris wheels and 
rocket rides, take in chuckwagon races, 
stage shows, casinos, comedians, singing 
and dancing acts, and carry on till all hours 
in nightspots. For ten days you can enjoy 
partcake breakfasts served from a 
, 
chuckwagon, square dance in the streets, Gold Rush -Gay"90s era. Residents and 
and songs like HOme on the Range become visitors alike dress up in sill~ vests, top hats, 
singalong hits again. 
It's wild. It's carefree. And a million 
people get caught up in the fun. You will' 
tOO. 
But that's only the beginning. Take a 
• couple of days to catch your breath, then 
head to Edmonton for Klondike 
Days-- a chance to-relive the ~"~ 
cutaway coats, spats, or ostrich plumes, 
bustles, parasols. Overnight the city 
" becomes populated with Klondike K~tes, 
sourdough9 and riverboat gamblers. 
Crowds form around roulette tables in the 
casinos. Others take their chances at the 
• horse races. And you can enjoy 
every part of it--  the infamous 
raft andbathtub races, the 
2 @~ midway, the nightly Coliseum 
~^ of Stars, carnival and cabaret 
~O~ a promenade even B ~ 
to show off your finery. 
It'sanother mammoth party. 
And you're invited. 
There isn't another 
celebration like it in North 
America, Three weeks of 
excitement, action and non-stop 
l ienj°yment packed int° July ,Y°u 
can make iryour entire vacation, 
or part of your holiday. Plan to 
join the dress-up crowd 
and get your outfit here. 
~ you reserve early. We suggest 
~ ~Calgary and Edmonton are alive 
-~o ~ for the Stampede and 
Klondike Days, and tickets and 
accommodations are in high 
demand. 
i i i  m i l l  ~ , l l~  ~, j s  - -  , . . . . . . . . .  ,~. 
And remember, there's no sales tax in 
Alberta. ' ' 
See you at the party. 
.; 
The Biggest Party in North America TH 
Box 2500, Edmonton, Alberta. 
Canada T5J 2Z4 
Sounds like funl Please send me 
[] ticket order forms 
[] accommodation request forms for 
[] Calgary Stampede 
[] Edmonton Klondike Days 
[] Both 
N'II mr .  . . . . . . . .  ;. . 
Addres,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CltyNovvr, 
Prov .  __  
Pontal Code .. . . .  
! 
i i  i i ' 
Xl r,a~lorl,.u~ Gamls 
EOMONT~ 1978 
CANADA I i i  
. •* . , . ,  . . . . . .  
Harley's "Wheels" 
comes  to TV  
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  u, ailer by her husband of Monday and Tuesday, and Monday. 
Erica Trenton gazes dLs- eight years, Kip Gowans, again next Sunday and 
dalnfuily aerees the desk at limits her appearances to 
the psychlatrkt and con- fllms and maJor TV proJects. 
temptuouely rejects hie Slteis no stranger to multi- 
trent=neat el' her alcoholism, part dramas, ha.v~ng, up: Wagoll Days 
She is all ice water, yet her peared in the granddaday cx
chain smoki~ betrays her them all, QB Vll, as well as 
rs~edemotions, A  thepey- The Blue Knight and the 
chtstrbt makes a carcastlc British-made J nny. She was 
comment on her rejection, in Telefon and the newly. 
she scoffs, "I've been Hch so released The Medusa Touch, ~" 
long I'm unequalled in the She was last seen on 'IV in 
davastutln8 remark." Breaking Up. 
They scene is for Wheels-- Harley's book is based 
a 10-hour, five.part drama the mythical hies'archy ofan 
which begins Sunday on automobile empire. Miss 
NBC. It stars Lee Remlck as Remlek said: "I confess to 
Erica Trenton and Rock not bein8 well versed in 
Hudson as her husband, Amer ican  automobi le  
automobile xecutive A¢lam companies, o I don't know 
Trenton. which one it professes to be 
MLas Remick and David closest o. I suppose it's an 
Spellberg, who plays the amalgamation. It has in. 
psychiatrist, had run dustrial espionage and 
through the scene four or sabotage and racial TERRACE HONDASALES 
five 'times before director troubles." ~ 4842 Hvvy. 16 West  Terrace, B.C. VBGrlL8 
Jerry London was satisfied. The f'u"st el)isodo will he ~ 63S-6571or635-4325 : 
Once, the sound'was ruined telecast at 9 p.m. EDT Dealer Licence Number O20~'A 
by the roar of rain falling in Sunday on NBC. Succeeding 
solid sheets outside the epinod~ will be screened HOND.~.  TestdriveaHondatoday. 
sound stage. 
At the lunch break, Miss 
.P.e~iek ducks under an urn- 
In-ella and dashes a few feat 
from the stage door to her 
dre. l~ronmtra l ler .  There The SPECIAL edition 
is no letup in the rain and 
water,stand•indies, deep pod- YAMAHAS 
"F,4-1es is rich and lonely," 
said Miss Remick, brushing 
raindrops from h~ white 
sweater, suit. "Her being 
spoiled is not as significant . . i~  
as her wealth and loneliness 
and lack of fulfillment with 
her 5••Sand, who is wedded XS650-SE 
to his work." 
NOT 80AJP OPERA The heritage of the past !. .  the best of 
Ertca'S neurotic ond|llen, the present..,  all wrapped up in one 
beautifully customized package. The 
her affair with a radl~ 650 Special combines 
driver, her drinking, all proven performance with $2~19 o0 
sound like the makings of a a distinctive new look. 
soap opera, But the XS400-E  
screenplay was adapted The XS400 has the big bike took in a mid 
from Arthur HaLley's book, size frame. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will make this model the 
andAirport,HalleY,HotelaS andhe didinThe most popular in its class. $1 |,~a0 0 ,  , - , , ,  Yamahas today/ 
Meneychangers, writes in • 
detail which goes beyond a 
soap opera's surface " 
=-- .  TOOVEY SERVICE bliss Remi~ was in- 
terviewnd last January when ' 4946 Craig Dealer Lioonoe Number 02013A 635-6929 
Wheels was still in ' ~  
production. She returned to 
~r  home in London inane- , 
Jlately after eompletin8 
~,=, , , . j=,~. in .=,  ~ 
• I ®r® 
BUILD) 
Now Ready To Serve.You 
• i Wi th  ~ 
- Ready  Mix  ' , 
- Patio S tones  . .  • • 
- Sand Gravel  . : 
- Custom Products 
, 
' OWNER OPERATOR ' 
' " HARRY E ICHHORST 
This beautiful diamond hexagon slab 
makes an attractive andlong, lasting patio - 
the "do-it-yourself gardener' will have fun 
building it, . 
(Approx. size'. 16 x 9.1/2" x 5" x 2") 
3 EASY STEPS . ' i , 
TO BUILDING A GOOD PATIO • ' '' ' You can make many designs with these 
1, Cleararea toabout 4 inches deep. concretes]abs. ,, 2 ^ " 2 '~' • 
(Approx.~ize: 10 x u x .I 
2 Put in about 2 inches coarse sand - rake i 
• even and roll till ouite hard , . ' These  Beaut i fu l  Flag Stones  Are  
' ' • -' . ' .". ,~i • Produoed in Our Plant In terraoo 
3. Lay in your patioslaDS. 
Phone 635.-3936 
T'erraoo, e,o, 
SAND GRAVEL & OUSTOM PRODUCTS 
.Offioe LooMed In 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
PLANT LOOATED OFF KRUMB RD, 
Watoh For Our Sign 
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HARDWARE STORES 
• I ~ 4V iEB Iw ~, 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings subjoot to ohanp without notioe, 
lllllillllilillillUlllliillllilllllillilliiliilllllilllll 
Friday, May 6 
t . I  ;;5 
145 
I ~ 3,° 
145 
145 
KING 
(NBC)  
"--~ew,,we--;'~?~ 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Grizzly 
Adams 
Girzzly 
Adams- 
=ml im~= = i n i m l m l l i l i  
Rockford 
Files 
Rockford 
Files ' 
~ i n a m m m m e l r l  
Quincy 
Quincy 
Quincy 
Quincy 
i J m m m ~ ~ =  
News 
News 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show . 
Midnight 
Special 
6 p.m, to midnight 
CFTK 
(CB~)  
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Flinstones Emergency 
Mary Tyler ' 'Cant 
Moore Cant 
Hourglass News 
Hourglass Hour 
Hourglass News 
Hourglass Hour 
Celebrity Operation 
Concert Petticoat 
Nana Julia 
Mouskouri Julia 
Rhode Laptaln and 
Rhoda Tennille 
On Our Captain and 
Own , Tennllle 
Summer Rockford 
Variety Files 
Summer Rockford 
Variety Files 
I l l l l l l l l i  l i l i i l  
Quincy 
Poor Man Quincy 
Cont Quincy 
Conf Quincy 
The CTV 
National News 
Night News 
'Final Hour " 
u ~  
90 Final 
Minutes Late 
90 Show 
Minutes Dr. Jekkyll 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
"Mis ter  
Rogers • 
Electric 
Company 
Big Blue 
,arble 
Over 
Easy 
MacNell 
Lehrer 
CrockeWs 
Garden 
Washington 
Week 
Wall 
Street 
i m l l l i l i l ~  
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Our Mutual 
Friend 
World 
World 
World 
World 
Dick 
Cavett 
World 
War I 
Sign 
Off 
10 asm. - § p.m, 
Saturday, May 6: 
~1~ "00 Baggy Pants F.A Cup George"" " Sesame 
• i 115 &Nitwits Final George Street • 
Sentenlels 1 i i :30 Space F.A. Cup Kidstuff Sesame 
I l l  V :45 Baseball ' Final Kidstuff Street 
9 I I  ":00 Pre.Game F.A. Cup World Cup ~eUxmaa?it 
i i :15 Baseball Final Hockey Y 
g 1 :30  Pre.Game F.A. Cup World Cup Human 
l l l l  s l l  :45 Baseball Final Hockey Sexualalty 
i i  ~1~ .00 BPTbaGII ame Mission World Cup Culture of- 
i - I  :15 II , Impossible Hockey, Anc. Egypt 
i ,  1 130 Pre.Game Mission. World Cup' Culture of 
I l l  ~ :45 Baseball Impossible Hockey Anc• Egypt 
-,- .~ pr~ nnm~ V I P World Cup " Cons. Survival 
1 ;1~ Con;--- V:I:P: .ockey K i t .  
l : 30 Cant ' Beyond cant Prencn 
~11 : 45 Cant Reason Cant ' Chef 
~1~ :00 Major League CBC Saturday Ken.tuck Crockett's 
-D  : 15 Baseball Sports 'ueroy . L, aroen 
J~ '  :30 Survival CBC Saturday ,Kentucky Daniel Foster 
: 45 Cant Sports . Derby M.D: 
• 00 Saturd~a"~--- CBC Saturday All Satr Magic of 
. JF :1~ t~nuio Sports Wrestling OII Painting 
_~ :30 ;;:rl~e,'Borrowers" CBC Saturday All Star _Book 
V ' :45 Cont,, " Sports wrestling ueat , 
J . 00 Cont " Space The War Firing 
: 15 Cont " 1999 Years Line 
IJML 130 cont • i space The War Firing 
-~ .1  :45 ~:gnt I 1999 Years t Line 
IIIIIIIIlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll 
[ ]  [ ]  
i GLEAMING STAINLESS STEEL ! 
|.  WITH OOPPER OLAB BOTTOM • i 
[ ]  ' • , • ' • JP = • 9 Frying Pan : 
[ ]  [ ]  
"..., ,~AOQ I qt, Sauoe Pan & Cover 
" / W"  L 2 qt, Sauce Pan & i , Cover | 
SQ~ 4 qt, Sauce Pan l Oover ". 
[ ]  a o m m i = ' ; ~ ~ ~  . . . . . .  , [ ]  
[]. . { ° [ ]  
• ;' , [ ]  
.. q lLU  ., 
[ ]  '~  , " . 
~lnunnaRnlnsnlmnRilinRosninii|ai|Ul nHu la inu l ing i inRHBan~ 
• GOrdon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5.3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-gp.m. 
OLOSED MONDAY ' 
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"LAST CHANCE" 
To Enter 
LETTERS OONTESTZ 
THREE AGE 
CATEGORIES 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Grades - Kindergarten to One 
Grades-Two to Four 
PRIZES 
1st- $20.00 
2nd- $10.00 
3rd - $5.00 
Grades- Five to Seven in eaoh oatqory 
RULES:-  
1) Letters must be written by the ohild in hie or her own words. 
2) Must be hand delivered or mailed no later than midnight May 7, 1978 
3) Letters must be witten in ink (dark blue or blaok) and on 
plain, not lined paper. Inolude signature and age. 
4) Only one letter per child. 
All lotion will appear in tlie Mothers Day Edition on Thursday, 
May I1, 1978. Letters wNen in dark ink onplain paper will appear 
as written, all othen will be typeset. 
, o  , o k l  s ,  
I ~~~ ' ' ]onn  in  the  gun  & the  pr i zes .  
I L4~/ '5~"~"  * MAIL TO: or DELIVE R TO:. or IN KNTIMAT: 
• Mothers BayContest Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald Pat Zel~!~ski 
Box 399 3212 Kalum Street .11 Tumey street 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. Kitimat, B.C. VSC 2K9 
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The Vancouver Playhouse, 
CLASSIFIED RATES British Columbia's maior 
right to classify ads under professional theatre will 
appropriate headlngs and to LOCAL ONLY: present Joe Ortln's 
set rates therefore and to " 28 words or less S2.00 per outragelous black comedy 
determine page location. ;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 "Loot" on Wednesday May 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 17.at he R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to • send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlcetlon. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is hatween 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBLISHER: 
~Don Cromac~! 
. :f~: 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October !, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DEL IVE RY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Santo .Cervello, mlmest will 
perform ,,Matamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. Jan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain in 
Person" MaY 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at Sl.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented In canlunctlon 
.with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Tickets ere still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Wlnnlpag Ballet May 
th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
eatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635-2101, 
i i  , ,  
B.C.O.A.P.O. ~ Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 10th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RAT E: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLIT!CAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication daY. 
Service charge of ~.Q0 on all 
N.S.F. cheqUes. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
SS,00 ~roductkm charge-fiir 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received ont 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London 
md on Broadway Is a zany, 
)lzarre up.side dawn comedy 
n a Monty Python vein. 
"lckets are available In May 
t Terrace Sight end Sound 
~d Terrace Library. For 
rther Information call 635- 
318. "Loot"  is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The malnstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
Judlcetlon. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
DANCE REVUE '78 
the Vicki Pariainen Dancers, 
May 12th, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty 
Warm 635.6763, Bev Evans - 
635-7068, Maxine Cumming - 
638-8240, Adults $2.00, 
Children $1.00 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
The winners of the Terrace 
Elks and Royal Purple's 
Raffle 
R. Gibson 3145 River Dr, - 
Coffee Maker 
H. Halverson 25-3604 Kalum - 
Ladles wrist watch. 
Ann Frenette 2102 Churchill 
Dr. • Elelrlc Drill 
E. Kommendy 4907 Davis - 
Battery Charger 
Submitted by B.P.O.E. 
Roland WiUoughly 
. . . .  ~ '~ '~ ~;~. ;  ~. 
.... WAN~D"~DO~iAT IONS 
The Three  Rivers Workshop 
for' the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
0a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
:CALL 635-7558 
OR 
635-7728 
(df)  
Wood etc. - Are you currently Watght Watchers meeting 
doslgnlng or experimenting held every Tuesday at7 p.m. 
with small.scale renewable at the Knox United Church 
energy systems? The Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to INCHES AWAY CLUB 
facil itate development of Meetevery Tuesday night at 
such systems. Pictures and 8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
proloct descriptions are For more Information phone 
needed for e booklet to be '635.3747.or 635.3023. 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may1.1) 
• 'LEAVING HOME both a 
superb comedy and a 
powerful emotional drama 
on family life, will be 
presented by the Terrace 
Little Theatre !n the R.E.M. 
Lee on Sat. May 13 and Sun. 
May 14 at 8:00 p.m. Ad- 
mlsslon $4.00 and S2.50 for 
students and senior citizens. 
AdVance tickets at McColls 
Real Estate. Mature. en- 
tertainment. 
The Terrace DOg Club will 
hold Its monthly meeting at 
the Thornhlll Community 
Hall. Wednesday, May 10th 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Terrace Coffee House - Good 
live music In a casual at- 
mosphere: a chance to meet 
others - free coffee. For 
details phone Elaine at 638- 
0206. Takes place Sun. May 7 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Terrace 
Little Theatre building on 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your Children,. 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services • 
. Activity Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
- Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Kalum Admission Sl.00. 
Le Jardln d'Enfance, the 
Terrace Fench Language 
Preschool Is accepting 
registration of preschool 
children ages 3.5 for Sep- 
tember classes. Visitors day 
at the school will be Monday 
May 15 1-2:30 for parents 
wishing to observe the school 
in sesslon,'*! Phone 635-7310 
for more fnfo~'hlatlon. 
' Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
CompJny In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 -3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
- Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written Consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month.  Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30. 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOG.Y CLINIC 
Held at 4612 ".Greig Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. "l'el No. 
630.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
"'A--BLE'E LECTRIC LTD. 
Eledrlcel and Refrigeration 
contract. 
"House wiring. 
635.5171 
(ctf) 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635-9721. 
Kitimat Child 
Development Centre 
requires Sept. 1st 1978 
PRESCHOOLSUPER- 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June 15th 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172-3rd St. Kltlmat, B.C ~'qC 
2H5 
[C12.7 th f-ju.) 
Needed immediately in 
Terrace. 3 Avon 
representatives. To work In 
the following areas. Scott to 
Davis between Sparks and 
Kalum Olson to Walsh 
between Munroe and Sparks, 
Walsh to Craig between 
Sparks and Munroe. For 
more Information call 
Margeret 635.3166 (c2-5) 
Typist.Receptionist 
For permanent employment 
in Chartered Accountants' 
office. Financial Statement 
typlng experience would be 
an asset. Apply to 
McAIplne and Co. 
4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C; • .  , 
635-4925 " 
(cS-8) 
Babysitter wanted for last 2 
weeks in May. 8:30 - 4:30 
Preferrably close to 
E.T.Kenney School for 14 
month old girl $10 a day 638- 
1520 after 5 (pl-5) 
Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley - 57 
miles from Terrace. Garden 
spot. Farm animals to care 
for. Prefer couple. Wages 
negotiable. Call 633.2247 (p5- 
6) 
HELPWANTED 
Mills 
Auxiliary wou!d appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
THRIFTSHOP Earn-2 hours a day-S200 a 
Memor ia l  Hospital month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. 
Office & Shop space 
available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
phone 635.3863 or 638.1108 
(c10.13) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) '
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contrad 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Katum 
(ctf) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or vlew at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20-meyg) 
1974 Yamaha Enduro 125 
$300 phone 635-6986 after 5 
p.m. (p5-5) 
For Sale: Hard Top tent 
tr¢,!ler. LIkenew condition, 3 
way fridge, 3 burner stove, 
furnace, stand-up closet, full 
length canopy. Sleeps 8. 
P.B.. View at 2706 Hall St., 
Terrace Phone 635.5494 after 
5:00 (p2-6) 
Garage Sale: Saturday May 
6 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 3404 Eby 
St., Terrace (p1-5) 
For Sale: 1 Rogers 9 piece 
drumset with travell ing 
cases and "Zildjlan cymbals. 
In very good condflon. Ask 
for Garry before 5 at 635.4930 
or 635.2771 after 5 (p5-9) 
Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, set 878.13 tubeless 
belted tiros, phone 635-5257 
days 635-6609 even. (p5.5) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Meff.Rovlng 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
(clmon.-1May) 
Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and 
laundry facilities phone 635- 
4948 ask for John (c6-9) 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
town. Bedding Included also 
private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 o; 
2703 S. Eby (eft) 
Summer Cabin 24'x56' un 
leased lot on West Side of 
Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
frontage. Must sell phone 
635.4252 (p2-7,10) 
68 Ford Falcon, stereo amp 
65 watt, stereo or TV stand. For Rent: 2 bedroom 
Man and woman en- basement suite. Fridge, 
cyclopedias, 23' color TV stove for information call 
phone 635-4561 (p5-5) 635-4697. (pl-5) 
LOOKING "" F--OR- -I~U-R - 
NITURE? Small completely furnished 
For excellent prices on basement suite for rent. $140 
furniture see the bargain per month. Call 638-1185 
floor at FRED'S FUR- days or 635.2746 after 5 (cS-9) 
NITURE LTD. For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, 
4434 Lakelse Ave. unfurnished, frldge and 
Terrace 635-3630 stove. No pets phone 635.4394 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) (sff) 
For Sale: a tent trailer, good 
condition, phone 635-5247 (p3- 
5) 
Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. 
Club F lea  Market and 
Garage sale, Set. May 13, 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Community Centre. Tables 
S5 each, Admission 50c 
adults, Sellers phone 635- 
3582 to reserve a table. (c8- 
10) 
, ,7 /8 - . - -  
For  Sale: 4x8 box trailer. All 
steel. Heavv frameand axle 
$200 635-7394'after 6 p.m. (p3. 
S) 
Giant Garage Sale: Satur- 
day May 6 10 a.m. 2147 
Hemlock Thornhlll. Toys, 
household Items, car parts, 
clothing, winch. 635.3518 635- 
3256. (cl-5) 
Purebred Irish Setters, 6 
weeks old phone 636-2391 636- 
2344 (c5-6) 
14' light alum canoe, 4 years 
old, very stable in water $120 
after 5:30 638-1520 (p3.7) 
11/2 HP Seagull outboard. 
Great for canoe, trolling, 
reliable, used 1 season only 
$200. After 5:30 638.1520 (p3. 
For Sale: 141/2 ' Flbreglass 
l]b~t.. 50 HP Mercury. Needs 
som~ work, electric start, 
easy load trailer. Asking 
$1500, phot:e 635.7540 or 635. 
3250 (ctflu4) 
For Sale: 13' Speed Boat. 
Rated 20 h.p. S250 phone 635- 
5833 (p4-5) 
Dave Brousseau, 
Contracting 
• _ Res ident ia l  
" " ' Reroo f ing  
Speo ia l i s t  
FREE EST IH I ITES  
Oall evenings 636-4600 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stove. No pets. Phone 635- 
5556 (p4.4,5,7,10) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom suite 
close to town, fully fur. 
nlshed. No pets please. For 
more information please 
phone 635-7710 (I)2-5) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom duplex, 
stove and fridge included. 
Five minutes walk to 
shopping centers. Ira. 
mediate occupancy phone 
635.2834 (pS-8) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table. 
with security Interphonl 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (c,tf) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping unite, con. 
tral ly located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
:lrlnkers only. Phone635. 
8611. (ctf) 
I CEDAR GROVE APTS. I 
3 bedroom townhouse apts~ 
with full basements, l 
No. 118.4529 Straume. I 
(ctf) J 
Northwed. Oommunity Ooilel;e 
Vooahonel Instrueters 
Required For 
Marine Diesel and Gas Engine Mechanics 
This program covers all components of current 
marine engines and related propulsion systems. 
The successful applicant will have experience in the 
repair of the following equipment: 
(a) 2 cycle engines, both gas & diesel 
(b) 4 cycle engines, both gas & diesel 
(c) related propulsion systems 
(d) related electrical systems 
This is a continuing position subject to 3 months 
probation Starting date Is July 3, 1978. Competition 
closes May 26, 1978. 
Air Brakes 
The successful applicant will be required to travel to 
communities In the College region, teaching one week 
courses. The College wlll pay reasonable living ex- 
penses while the in Instructor is away from home. 
The successful applicant will have the following 
qualifications: 
(a) valid driver's license 
(b) valid air ticket 
(c) driving experience In air brake equipped vehicles 
(d) experience In servicing or maintaining air brake 
equipped vehlcles 
(e) good driving record 
This Is a short term appolntment from September 5, 
1978 to March 30, 1979. Competition closes June 30, 
1978. 
Marine Engine Mechanic 
This program covers all components of both 2 cycle 
and 4 cycle gasoline marine engines and related 
propulsion components. 
The successful applicant will have experience in the 
repair of: 
(a) outboard marine engines 
(b) Inboard.outboard marine englnes 
This is a planned 8 month position to commence 
September 5, 1978 and complete April 27, 1979. Com. 
petition closes June 30, 1970. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic 
To instruct Pro.Apprentice or Apprentice students In 
all phases of their training, Including both theory and 
practical. 
This is a planned 5-month position to commence 
September 5, 1978 ~,nd complete February 1, 1979. 
Competition closes June 30, 1978. 
For all the above positions, preference will be given 
to those with: 
(a) Five years journeyman experience or equivalent 
(b) Previous teaching and.or supervisory experience 
(c) Grade 12 education or equivalent 
For further information, contact F. Wilson at 635- 
6511. 
Please send applications to: 
Dr. D.V. George, 
Principal, 
Northwest Community College, 
P.O. Box 726, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 4C2 
• : i !  
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KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • 4603. Scoff. 
One, two and thre( 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near sd~eehl and down 
lows. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
end patrol. 
Full t ime manager In 
residence. 
635-$224 
(ctf) ~.. 
I 
I 
Olinton Manor. 
Jrnlshed or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 1 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635 -9422 
638-1032 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment fo r  
rent, some with basement'. 
and carport, private an-' 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 435-4841. 
(ctf) I: : 
1971 Ford Pickup. In run- 
ning condition. Asking $500 
phone 635.4242 (p3-5) 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota 
Landcrulser. Excellent 
condition 250 Chev engine 
and trans. S, 11.15 tires with 
white spoke hubs $4000 635- 
7394 after 6 p.m. (;)3.5) 
1974 Datsun 260Z Custom 
paint, mags, louvres, op. 
tlons. Serious Inquiries only. 
Also for sale 1972 Triumph 
Spitfire, 27,000 miles. 
Custom paint. Excellent 
condition. $2300. Both cars 
can be seen at the Airport 
during days call Patti ot 635- 
6516 (p5.5) 
7:3 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1080 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski ilke new 
asking $1,080 638-1483 (eft) 
VW Van 1977 - 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (cff) 
• For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4. va, 
auto, loaded 635.4294 (c5-6) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
station wagon. Like new, 
low mileage. Best offer 635- 
4619 (c4-S) 
Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
leased lot. West side of 
Lakelse Lake 200' frontage. 
Must sell phone 635.4252 (p4- 
20,2,4,5) 
For Sale: Like new 3 
bedroom home with 2 ad- 
ditional bedrooms In 
basement. 1203 sq. ft. utility 
room on main floor, lV~ 
baths, 1 acre lot with large 
garden area; flat roofed 
storage shelter, quiet street 
at 5243 Soucie on the bench 
$65000 phone 635.4760 (c5-6) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home 
on V2 acre lot. Basement 
finished. Interested persons 
call 635.2339 (p2-5) 
House For Sale 
t'his could be the bargain 
feD have been waiting for. 
if you are tired of paying 
rent but don't want 
exhorbitant mortgage 
payments, we have th( 
house for you. Cheap to 
~eat w!th low taxes. Near 
Ell schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms with 
electric heat. Nice Iol. 
If you are Interested. 
The price is $25,500. and 
the number to call is 635- 
5339 after 10:30 p.m. 
(sff5-15) .. 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
In town. As soon as possible 
phone 635.5727 (eft) 
Wanted to Rent: a 3 bedroom 
house for a reliable family. 
Needed immediately phone 
635-7543 (p5-6) 
For Sale: 1971 Maverick 
Grabber 302 - V8 auto, good 
running condition phone 635- 
4562 (p5.7)~ 
1972 Toyota long-wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare fire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638-1517 or 
635-4380 (c10-12) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635- 
4380 (c10-12) 
1974 Imp Station Wagon. 
loaded - air & tape deck, 
auto, back door, well cared 
for and serviced. 2 extra 
winter tires. After S:30 638- 
1520 (p3.7) 
1974 F100 P.U. 4x4 pS, pb, 
auto, canopy and 5 extra 
tires. Camper window, 
56,000 miles. Excellent 
condition $3700 after 5:30 638- 
1520 (p3-7) 
For Sale: 67 GMC V= ton 4x4 
parts 4833 Graham (pl-5) 
67 Mercury V= ton P.U. 300 6 
cyl.. 4 speed.S750 phone 635- 
1976 GMC Crew Cab ~/~ ton, . 
auto, p.s., match It up with a 
Vanguard cr Kit Camper, in 
one of our many floor plans. 
Pleanty of room for the 
familyl See It at Cam. 
perland, 5412 Highway 16 
West, Terrace Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c2-5) 
1972 Ford Econollne Van. 
Partly camperized. STD 
Trans. Vg, steel belted 
radials $1600 also 2 ET mags 
15% also 1974 12x68 mobile 
trailer furnished phone 639- 
3304 after 6 (c3-6) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,080 end 91900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (cSO-Julyl) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acres-3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, Iondscapod. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF Ma~ 5) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3.1) . ~ .' 
For Sale: 00x100' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
wafer system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635.3250 
(cffju4) 
PRIME LOT • Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder • 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (pa.moy 12F) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford =/~ ton 
pickup, auto Irons,' radlo, 
complete with 1974 
Vanguard 8' 6 Camper, with 
lacks, 3 way frldge, furnace, 
end toilet. Unit price 96,995. 
See It at Comperland, 5412 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
Dealer Llcence D00611A. (c5. 
5) 
I . . . . .  
I For Sole: I 
I . .  1969  General Trailer on I 
J lye acres of land. Big i 
I Garden space, fruit trees I 
I and much more. Close to I 
I town. I 
I . '  Phone 635.3025 after 4 i 
i (05.7) ! 
1973 Chev Biscyenne auto, 
pb, ps, good running con- 
dition. Reasonable price. 
For more information call 
635.4697 (pl-5) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Bronco 
4x4. Nice condition, low 
mileage phone 635.9546 (c2- 
5) 
For Sale: 1974 Toyota 
Corolla. Excellent condition. 
Phone 635.6684 any time (pS- 
i )  
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr., good running condition, 
phone 635-2080 $350 (p10.13) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev ~/~ ton, 
PS, PB, 350 engine, phone 
635.9518 (C5-5) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635.5i02 
after 6 and weekends. (cff) 
Quiet living. 3 bedroom well 
kept unfurnished monor~ 2 
room fully carpeted addition 
with fireplace, woodshed, 
toolshed, private sundeck, 
utility addition, situated on 
fully serviced lot, dead end 
street. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Call 63~-9395 
fcr viewing. Immediate 
occupancy. (p3.5) 
'[FOR SALE: 1:~x46 hNO, 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully eervlced lot 
In Thornhlll. A~klng $13~0., 
Financing available. . 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. WUl 
move and set up In Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (ctf.f) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition phone 
635.5348 (p15.13) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635- 
7697 ef l~ 4 (c20-maylO) 
1975 Leader mobile home, 3 
bedrooms. Will sell fur- 
Dished or unfurnished phone 
635-2660 (p5-6) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Ira. 
perlal trai ler, furnished, 
phone 635.7860 (c10.13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, fridge, 
stove, carpet, drapes in. 
cluded. Set.up and skirted In 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12xS4 mobile home 
with 12x54 addition, 4 
bedrooms, Shop for two 
trucks, some other buildings, 
on large well kept lot near 
schools in Thornhlll Phone 
635.2933 (p3-7) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips 
Capitol Corporation, 10873 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T2XG. Phone 
508-0411 days, or 585.1603 
evenlngs. (f) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver, B.C. VGB 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(df)  
Looking.for a good used 
camper? Come in and see 
this 197S 11' Semi- 
selfcontalned Fun Time 
camper. It has a large 
refrldgerator, furnace, 4 
burner stove with oven, and 
lacks. Sleeps eight. Come 
into Camperland and see this 
unit. 5412 Hwy. 16 W, 
Terrace. Dealer Llcence 
Numbe~" " D~611A! i!c5~5)! 
Will do rototllllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
depth. Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil- 
gravel. Prefer Thornhlll 
area. phone 635.3478 (p10.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre-fab greenhouses and 
multi use utility sheds, phone 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dobbie. (p10-6) 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Telephone answering ser- 
vice Ref. available from 
estab, firms. Business hrs. 
Mon..Frl., 8:30 - 4:30 p.m. 
Call The Switchboard, 624- 
6120 (p5-6) 
Sharpen up your home with a 
new paint lob Inside or 
outside, the fence, garage, 
steps, No Job to Small. 
Very, very reasonable Phone 
635-2145 (p2.6) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTOBIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
• Phone after 6: 
635.4094 * ' 
S year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. " Western 
andEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prlnce'Rupert. Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 phone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5-5) 
Standing at stud: 16 'h.h. 
sorrel quarter horse, War 
Fly Toga, No.947,922,A.A. 
and R.O.M. in racing. Ex- 
cellent mare care. Terms: 
prlvatetreaty. 047.2400. (pF- 
Horse Sale: Quarter horses, 
thorough breds and grades. 
Phone Allan Benson 842.5752 
Hazelton (p3.S,10,15) 
The great magician Harry 
Houdini's real name was 
Ehrich Weiss. 
CANADA 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ELIZABETH the SECOND, 
by the Grace of God, of the 
United Kingdom, Canada 
and Her other Realms and 
Territories, Queen, Head of 
the  Commonwea l th ,  
Defender of the Faith. 
To all to whom these 
presents shall come - 
GREETING. 
(WHEREAS pursuant o the 
(provisions of section 766 
( of the Municipal Act, the 
( Regional District of  
Kitlmat • 
( Stiklne was incorporated" 
by 
( Leflers Patent Issued on 
( the 14th day of September, 
1967: 
H.A. Curtis 
Minister of 
Municipal Affairs 
andHousing 
AND WHEREAS sup- 
plementary Leflers Patent 
issued on the 31st day of 
July, 1975, granted the 
Regional District of KItimot- 
Stiklne the function Of 
Division IX Marina 
Deve lopment  and  
Operation: 
AND WHEREAS the 
Regional Board of the 
Regional District of Kitlmat- 
Stikine has requested the 
said function be amended to 
add Electorial Area E as a 
par t ic ipat ing member 
municipality: 
NOW KNOW YE THAT, by 
these presents, We do order 
and proclaim that on; from, 
and after the date hereof, 
DIviMon IX Marina 
Development and Operation 
granted by supplementary 
Letters Patent dated the 31st 
day of July, 1975 of the 
Regional District of KItimat- 
Slikine be deemed to be 
amended by striking out the 
words "and Electoral Area 
C" in the third line of 
paragraph numbered 1 and 
• adding the words and letters 
"Electoral Areas C and E' so 
that the paragraph reads as 
follows: 
"1. The member 
n~'ni(:lpailtles ofthe District 
of Kitimat, District of 
Terrace, Electoral Areas C 
and E participate and share 
in the cost of the regional 
district pursuant to this 
Division." 
AND THAT the Letters 
Patent and supplementary 
Letters Patent of the 
Reglonol District of Kitlmat. 
Stiklne be deemed to be 
amended accordingly: 
IN TEST IMONY 
WH E REOF, We have caused 
these Our Letters to be made 
Patent and the Great Seal of 
Our said Province to be 
hereunto affixed. 
WITNESS, Colonel, the 
Honourable Walter S. OWED, 
Q.C., LL.D., Lieutenant- 
Governor of Our said 
Province of British 
Columbia, in Our City of 
Victoria, in Our' said 
Province, this 20th day of 
April in the year of Our Lord 
one thousand nine hundred 
and seventy.eight and in the 
twenty.seventh year of Our 
Reign. 
By Command. 
GRACE McCARTHY 
",,,. Provincial Secretary 
and Minister of 
Travel Industry. 
(cl-S) 
• OFFER FOR TRAILER 
OFFERS: Plainly marked 
on the envelope "Offer on 
P.T. No.9" will be received 
by the undersigned up to 3:00 
p.m., May 26,1978, for the 
following which may or may 
net be complete and located 
"as Is and where is" on the 
vacant lot next to the 
Ministry of Public Works 
warehouse, 128 Market 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C.: 
Atco Dwelling Trailer 
Serial N0.636054412 
Size: 12'x60' 
Two Bedrooms 
Some furniture included 
To view or for further in. 
formation contact Mr. 
L.E.B. Pierce, the Building 
Engineer, Ministry of Public 
Works, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Telephone 624-2121, local 222. 
Offers must be accompanied 
by a certified cheque or 
money order made payable 
to the Minister of Finance for 
10 percent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub- 
sequently withdraws his 
offer, the 10 percent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted, 
but the bearer of a successful 
bid will be required to pay 
the 5 percent S.S. tax. 
A.W. Charlton, CHAIRMAN 
Purchasing Commission, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
ad. No.9.1978-79 
April 24, 1978 
(cl-S) 
PERSONAL: Dlscernlrtg 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.08 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VGB 3X9. 
(ctt) 
FRANKLY DELICIOUS 
Here's how one woman 
won a $3,000 Western-style 
vacation: She spread a tacos 
with cream cheese, stuffed it 
with a coarsely ground, all. 
beef frank, added smooth- 
not too hot--double chili 
avocado spread and ¢opt~,d 
it with Monterey Jack and 
Parmesan cheese. 
FRANKLY TACOS-An 
easily assembled version of 
the all-time Mexican classic. 
This Mexican- inspired 
entry, which Maggie Weiss of 
E lkhart ,  Ind., modest ly  
dubbed "Frankly Tacos," won 
her f irst place in a recipe 
contest sponsor,ed by Wilson 
Foods to help introduce its 
new all-beef coarsely ground 
Western Style Frank. Pack- 
aged eight to a pound, the 
two-ounce jumbos,  with 
chunky texture reminiscent 
of homemade sausage, are 
especially suited to grilling, 
pan frying or broiling. They 
can be found under Wilson's 
Certified or Corn King labels. 
The $1,000 second prize 
went to "Franks Popover"--a 
spaghetti sauce/cheese/frank 
casserole covered with one 
big popover. This inexpensive 
one-dish meal for six came 
from Shirley A. Domeir, New 
UIm, Minn. A total of $5,000 
was awarded to winners 
selected from more than 
2,600 entries. 
J=::::=====:J" ,~ t ~, /~"-(-~(.; 
In 1925 it was possible to 
buy an automobile for as 
little as $260l 
Mushroom slices are really special in a salad, Not only 
do they contribute their own distinguished flavor, but their 
porous texture makes it possible to absorb a well-seasoned 
dr,.,ssing and space it evenly throughout the salad bowl, 
MUSHROOM VEGETABLE SALAD 
3/4 cup salad oil 
1/2 cup wine vinegar 
1/3 cup sliced scallions or green onions 
1/4 cup chopped parsley 
2 teaspoons salt 
1-1/2 teaspoons sugar 
1 teaspoon oregano leaves, crushed 
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper 
1 quart potatoes cut into 1/2.inch chunks 
1 pound fresh mushrooms or2 cans 
(6 to 8 oz. each) sliced mushrooms 
2 cups sliced zucchini 
1 cup diced green pepper 
Combine oil, vinegar, scallions, parsley, salt, sugar, 
oregano and black pepper; mix well. Cook potatoes in 
boiling salted water to cover until tender, about 15 min- 
utes; drain; place in a large bowl. Stir oil mixture; pour 
over potatoes; mix gently; cover and chill thoroughly. 
Rinse, pat dry and slice fresh mushrooms ordrain canned 
mushrooms. Add mushrooms to potatoes along with 
zucchini and green pepper; toss lightly. Serve in a lettuce- 
lined bowl, if desired. Yield: 8 portions. 
Do It How 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36 I' 
,= .ho.,, o.,,- 3.76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
THEN: The first clock pa- 
tent in this country was 
granted to Eli Terry of East 
Windsor, Connecticut, on 
November 17, 1797. Oddly 
enough, the clock had two 
minute hands. One of the 
hands showed the true time, 
while the other, with the 
striking part and hour hand 
showed what Terry called 
"the apparent time as divided 
by the sun." In other words, 
this early clock, still used the 
sun to check its accuracy. 
• 
NOW: Today, clocks not 
only benefit from advanced 
electronic timekeeping, but 
many have been combined 
with radios. Some even have 
anLDd*a*imed aY [ C.  top,pEep i with sdjust~ble b .ghtn~ CANOPY 197t~J iL IN  1974 MAZDA ,. control. One such product, an IMPALLA J 61800 PD FM/AM Electronic Digital CAMPER 2 Dr. Sdn., Dr. H.T., Custom,[ With GEM 
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By Abigail Van Buren 
• !(1'/8 by Clllce0o Tribune.N.Y. Newt  eyed. IN:. 
DEAR ABBY: I read that you were ell for the Equal 
Rights Amendment. Can you tell me why women eed" it? 
Use.plain language, please. I only went through the gth 
graao. 
CONFUSED IN ELGIN, ILL. 
DEAR CONFUSED: No one explained It better than 
~ueut Alexander, when she debated James J. Kllpatelek 
two months ago on CBS's "60 Minutes" TV 'program. 
8he asld: "Under the law today, women are not being 
treated as equals with men. Examples: 
.8oehd Security Law: Divorced women don't get a fak 
~u~re of thek huaband's earnings-even ff they were 
• manisd 30 years. 
Dlve~ee Law: A man can dlyorce a wife on the Mounds 
of drankeane~ and adultery, but in some states, a woman 
cannot divorce her husband on those grounds. 
Property Tax Law: In all 50 states, the husband owes 
the farm. When he dies, hie widow must pay inheritance 
tog--even If she hue to sell the farm. But when the wife 
dial, he pays no inheritance text 
Ph~eal  Abuse: In most states, a wife can't sue her 
husband fo~ hasting her up. 
Negligent Injury: If the wife is injured, her husband can 
sue fl)e loua of her "servleee," which ladudee sex, because 
under the law, he has a legal right to eempenlon~lp, sex 
and domestic services. (It's called "censerflum.") A womas 
has ao aneh right. 
Alimony: Most etstes don't allow it, which Isn't so bad in 
we81th~ families. But with poor couples, whm only assets 
ave in the man's earning capadty, the women comes out of 
8 divorce dead brokel 
AI  th t l~p fraud Dew, the law is unfair to botA se%el. 
(The Supreme Court says widows get an automatie 
property tax exemption; widowers don't). 
The Court says pregnancy discrimination is not 
necessarily sex discrimination. It isn't? When'e the last 
time you saw a pregnant many 
The Equal Rights Amendment would take these 
ineqnitiea out of the law and extend the inw'e protection to 
~OM seze l .  " 
DEAR ABBY: I hope you can straighten out my head. 
My hueband and I are in our late 20s and have been 
married for four years. Our sex life is excellent. The 
is me. My husband begs me to do a striptease 
for him, but I just can't bring myself to 
accommodate him. • 
I know there's nothing wrong with it,. and I'm no prude, 
but I lust can't go through with it. Ive tried, but at a 
certain point I get a terrible case of stage fright. 
I have a nice figure, and I'm a pretty good dancer, but 
dancing totally naked embarrasses me. _ 
Striptease dancing turns my husband on. He. a.d~nite it. 
He has even taken me to striptease joints with him so 
could learn how to do It. Abby, what's wrong with me? 
" " STAGE FRIGHT IN ILLINOIS 
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The Cryptequlp is a shnple su~iltution cipher in which ea~ 
letter used stands for another. If you ~ that X equals u,. 
will equal 0 threnghout the puzzle. Single getters, hort wora~, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trta ! ana error. 
Brant pe~ka ud  J~  
Bohoa, ~49 ~ 
for one Answer to yesterday's !~.  47 Mimic 
mm " 9 tO ~t 
Z 
B 
- NNN 
27 2a.  29 
m 
so 
55 
~'Y - - thdAM~iNG SPIDER-MAN. By Stan  Lee  and  John  Romi ta  
' - ~ I~UT WHY (~lO ~ " " 
N L K F - Z L D F Y Y JQD C SQ F NFLK ~rFYCJFQY j DB LBsKZLJC BS  , . l i ,~ , J~=eJ~k~~,  ~LL~ I~1~111z 'M. t '  "b~r ' J~ ' r7  ' ' 'f/~l I~":~ 1'~:"' ~ [ ~ l i ~ ~ e e  e~a.eo / 
1978 King Feeture J  S rnd icate .  Inc .  
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: K equals R
o ~ffl~k~E'-Fl~]~~6~ ' ' " - " ......... ' ....... : ' F~][0~:  You're iahlblted,.Yoaeanlose . ~ , . . .  . ~svant . to t  butdon't feel guilty I f  .the .dentures" fit all-risht, heSl jUst have to getused- to i. " . ..... 
How do l get him to wear them? It's ruining our ". 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SOS IN MACON, GA.": I don't marriage. IRKED IN ILLINOIS 
buy that mq~ng,"As you have made ?oar bed, so must you by Roger Solle~ & GaryPeterm~ 
He in  i t . "  
If yon diloover that tbe bed you made is givinS you s DEAR IRKED: The only w.ay yon huhand will.get CATFISH 
haehaehe, Eat out of itand make it over.. People who t~n~ used to Ida dentures i by wearis8 them. ~ im.o~s pat. 
on the some mentallumps night after milhc ana none 8 Perhaps year approads hu  been wrong. Jx you ve neon [ 
about it but complain, have only themselves to blame, belligerent ad  demasdisg, chasge your tune, Be sweet . . . .  ',,,'~ I~E l~ " ' 
' Whm yon quit aewis8 himout, he Just might put his ~0E ~-~H(~L~ HA~J~ • ~  " _~ '~ 1 
DEAR ABBY: A (..lassmete of mine who Uves down the ehapper|/& ~ ~ ,~ , :~  ~.~.: "'~.~--,'~ . . . .  ~'~:, 
block is slowly driving me up a wall..Here's how It an ~ eI~-TICJ~ / /  .... ~.~"  . . . . . . . . .  
started: , • ' '. DEAR ABBY: When I was in high ~hool, I.fell.in love ~ ' .  . . . , _ ~ . ~  .~ ~-. 
A few months ego we both stared ~ an ex~nslo.n withBm, and we were married r.~.ht after gr~uauon. ~ C.-- . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " ~ ,  "~''" 
course in hmnan behavior at a nearby umverelty, when z~ died shortly before our granuauon from college. • was ~_.  ./. / 
cemb time toplck topics for term paperei this guy I knO~o_ liea~tbroken and never really get over him, but life goe.s 
pldwdthea bjeetofdeath~E, ver.sinesthonI~e_hnditup on . .  " children ~ ~ • " ~ 
u~,earewi~quastionsl/~e, Shirl.e~,.w_o,,uldyo~a~ erdie . Fiveyear.s~terI.marrie.dB°b_an~dw_e__had_t~u?_ ,__;'if_" 
hlaplanecranhor inananto.aCCl, oent'! or, "wotuayou now 13and 16. At~u.c ~_moncn~_ ~a~; w.n~_: ~..~n~. I .... . . ~  ~ . . . .  ~__~_~ ' ". : "! 
rather drown or burn co aeathY . . . . .  througn some o|o pno~grapne, me maze sutton m~v~,a, l 
He's v nice ,_&~0 but he has become so.preo~upma W~ pictures of.Bile and me together. When they asked who he: ~ . . . .  
death that he'e driving me ~azy. Every t~.e t ~e ..ms, was, I told them he was.my fir.st hueb~d. . . . .  - -  ~ - - - - - - -  
etarte in with these depresemg 9uesu°..ns aoouc aea~;_~ve Bob exploded. ,,He sma 1~ w.ae,na~ x.or .r~ue ~as. m_lmow . . . .  ' • 
ttiadavoiding ,hhn, but unless x. arop ~.e course ~wmca m that he.wa.a my a.eco.na erie.Ice: .emm. m ~_u~.~o~u DOONESBURY ' ~ by Garry Trudea ualmost over), its gums to De .lm.posBU~. , _ have told them umc um was )us~ an ola |rxena or, u~nms=,u 
What should i do? I feel tik e tollinghim~otensoanenrse high School sweetheart. _ . .  . . . . . .  - "" are 
and leave town. ' " -to ~lea~.-An(l . . . . . .  I think our children anom~..noc ..on n.ea .r:o: ~a  maY [ [ ]  " / l~  • ~ruu~,.-.x old enou=h to know the u'um. wee m r~nvr ~, /F  T///~ ~//¢0~/~, .' N/7//"IAVA-MVA OUT ~,  l I 5f.~,~o~o/r~ve, 1 I _ M . . ..... 
I 
, , • ~ ' CONFUSED ~, I~/ Nec~ (VT~AC~ oN . 
by drowsing, sac,dent or fire than he bored • . DEAR CONFUSED: You are. I . .~  . .7~ N vw~ cw~/ . . . .  ,~ ' . . . .  . ... ~0~ fO~O~ff.~A~ TALKII~7 701~-ffl//~P~YOV/ /I~7~4~[ ~Y~t~./~ 
he is heeomin8 a oolossat here • ' r~EAR ABBY" Dotty, a very dose friend of mine, is //ffO~Hl~. A~/.~;/ I ~zt.A.~N~..\  A~7~T.\ ~777/~. \  
limited income. I have a neighbor who ,s =ways oounamg with three o ,t~_er.wo.men.that I know of. DOt~ksha~h~:%d ' ! . "' ,-~\ 
meto  buy. raffle tickets, greeting ..c~rua, oosmeuT~eer~ about Henry s pla.y~, me neg~,.uut s.ne u~.. s. I; . y 
I cant/ffford to buy things t ne.xmer wan.~ .no o e, , seeing as mu~. ot n,n as ~osem|e, .aria p racucau~ 
although rve bought a few things just to ge~ rmo~ her. withhim, he nnght eyanmanY m~ry  her. t anew mr a.~acc 
Please bel me I am running out of excusee, ana sne m it will never happen because my nueeanu asxeu henry u ne 
very persls~nt. ' . . . . . . .  . . .~ " Was serioua ,beut Dotty, and Henry cald l~e w'sn't carious ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ I I ~ ~  
• ~u~tv~v ' " "~ ' ,  ~J~. about any woman and he intends to die a bachelor. " 
Dotty is 50 and lute a 10t to offer, even ff ehe is a 
• DEAR SUMMERVILLE: Ae long as you.offer exeu: ;  grandmother; Henry is a few yeara younger and has never 
instead of reasens, your neigh b~, r will..eontmue, m :~ll~b~ been married.. . . 
you, Simply tell her that you can t snore to, ana mac When Henry calls Dotty, she drops everything and rims. 
It hartsme to see her used this way. Ho w cenI keep her [~¢~/~' /~[1  , the end of It. 
DEAR ABBY: I know you hear from plenty of children from making a fool of herself7 . , BROOKLYN 
who wish their parents wouldn't interfere in their lives s.c 
much, but what do you think of parents who expect heir DEAR BROOKLYN: You can't. Let Dotty paddle her 
children who have left the nest to call and write, but who own canoe. Butt out. There's always a chance that Dotty 
never phone their children or scribble .a note to find out will hook him. 
how the children are doing? . 
I am constantly in touch with my p~rants, as are my Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's 
older brothers and sisters, yet we feel rather hurt that new booklet "What Teenagers .Wast to Know/' write 
they don't, on occasion, contact us: It would be nice to Abby: 132 Lseky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose 
ma be they wonder how we weathered the last think that Y . . . .  ' e $1 and a long, stimped 11.4 cents), self4ddressed nvelope~ 
crmis or how the ,new job. is. gems. Just, because, we:v, e please, . 
own up and out of thexr hmr shouldn t mean that we v 
a~ Lgone out of their thoughts, rm always nearmg now 
t/say re doinR when I call, but seldom d° I get a thoughtful, ~ =~.~'"  
"Hour's everytJdng going with you?" I'd sure appre¢iato ~_ /~1,  ' ¥ ~ t J ~ ~  --" 
your thoughts on thie. SETADRIFT . -  f ; ~ 
eidldren who have flown the nest neglect heir parents ~ '~- I ,  t' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  
than the other way around. Stop sul]dng in silence, Speak Maple trees planted by the Pilgrims in 1620 ere still giving 
' Op '  TO THE ~"Ot  to  ~ e ~ r sap for maple syrup. , 
p 
DEAR ABBY: I am desperate. My husband refuses to . , ' 
"1 claim thls planet in the name of Bluggmvia." 
• J 
"How come my photo's 9at all these IIHb 
knl~ In itW a " \ 
, i ,  
! 
• I 
. i  
, . . .  ,~ .  , , , ,  
# 
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Be l fas t  g rave  space  runs  out  
Protestants and Roman have been more than 10,000, are, have had a sertons "Milltown would have 
Catholics in bloody Belfast 
are running out of space to 
bury their dead. 
The Irish Republican 
Army (IRA) has only 32 
burial spaces left in its 
"Republic Spot" at MiUtown 
Catholic cemetery where 
they send off their com- 
patriots in para.military 
style. 
The rest of the cemetery, 
situated in the Catholic area 
of West Belfast, faces a 
similar problem. 
"It's only a question of a 
couple of months before 
grave space runs out," said 
the vicargeneral of the 
Catholic diocese, Mssr. 
Patrick Mulally, in a 
telephone interview. 
• Violence and terrorism in 
Northern b'eland is a con- 
tributing factor to the 
problem at Milltown. 
In the 140 years since it 
opened in 1828, to just before 
terrorism began in 1968, a 
of 86,201 were hurled. 
BURIALS UP 
Now there are eight or 10 
IzLfials a day, mostly into 
established family graves. 
In the last nine years .t~ere 
deaths. .impact on the burial space been running out of burial 
"But I wouldn't say the shortage," said Msgr. space anyway. 
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4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG 1V5 
FOR A PHOTO THAT 
SPARKS A MEMORY 
SEE KEN AT: 
1-4621 Lakelse 
Phone 636-1464 
CLOSED MONDAY 
I 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories- R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopping & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners- Tonnoao Covers- Auto Carpet - V,W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
' R.R. 2 Johns Road '" 
Phone 635-4348 
I 
Telex 047-85586 (604)635-7163 
/ I /h :E lkm~l~j  
MoEihanney Associates 
Oonsulting Oivil Engineers 
British Oolumbia Land Surveyors 
205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Canada VgG 1S6 
Oall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
/ i' 
I I  
AflOERSO, 
" T,V,. t UID.E 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
miuIiumimni!iiininniBgnInBniI,nnlimnlnneinnullnuulnIileI 
Saturday, May 6 ~ - - ~  
~11 KING 
(NBC) ,ourne.,o 
• Adventure 
News 
Animal 
V i4s Wo.d 
7 i~ w,,. Kingdom 
~ he Gong 
Show 
The Bionic' 
Woman 
The Bionic 
Woman 
~l  :30 I "Alice Doesn;'t 
V :45 I L IVe l  Her~ 
~ :0~ J Anymore" 
I I I :15 I Cont 
I • I :30 I Cont 
imB V :45 Cont 
4 4 .oo I News 
i I ;;; I News 
I I ~ I weekend 
' I  al~ :oo I Weekend 
l "1  :'s I Weekend 
I ! :30 I Weekend 
J I .  ~ : 45 Weekend 
Sunday, May 7 ' • 
:00 
:15 
CFTK 
(CB~) 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs " , . 
One Day 
at Time 
Laverne and 
Shirley 
Canadian 
Express 
Canadian 
Express 
The Two 
Ronnies 
Outdoor 
Education 
~ m  
The National ' 
Provincial Affairs 
Night Final 
The Late Show. 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Flower 
Spot 
Frank's Garden 
Crnr. 
me.  
News 
Hour 
Show 
Biz 
The Bionic 
Woman 
The Blonlc 
Woman 
m m m ~ -  
The New 
Avengers 
The New 
Avengers 
Acad Perforamce 
"Al ice Doesn't 
L ive  Here  
Anymore" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late Show 
Cont 
Conf 
Cont 
Music To I Winters 
See I Cont 
Country i Cont 
Canada 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
i15 Event 
:30 The Big Carol bunrett 
: 45 Event Show --.L-- 0:06  Cont Marketplace : 15 Conf, Marketplace 30 Cont Ombudsman 
:45 Cont Ombudsman 
final 
News , Nation's Buslrtess 
, I ,  . I ,  ;4s t FIve Star ' Night F lna l~,~ Movie The Late Show 
1 Z  i i  " 'A  inn Cont ,'The Hustler . . . .  Cent Stranger" 
Cont Cent 
145 Cont Cont. 
Prevln and 
Pittsburgh 
Previn and 
Pittsburgh 
French 
Chef 
Once Upon 
a Classlc 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Odss ev 
Cousteau 
Odyssey 
Cousteau 
Odssey 
Cousteau 
Odssey 
Austin City 
Limits 
Austin City 
I'lmits 
--BeSt ot 
E. Kovacs 
Sign Off 
KIRO 
(CBS) 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-S:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-Hp.m. 
TRUE TEMPER OORI)LESS 
ELECTRIO, TRIMMER =4788 
IlllllnllllllllJll|llllllllllllill 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
CHARGEX 
VISA 
Cont 
Cont 
Cda. Five' 
Portrelts 
Cda Five 
Portraits 
CTV News 
NewsHour 
Final 
The' Late Show 
"Night Passage" 
Cent 
Cont 
Cont 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Six. Amer. 
Families 
Six. Ameri. 
Famllk=~ 
r^.. ,  ,- A r , , .  I Cont I World 
4rl :0o I .~una~e I ;:in%, "v" I Cont J World :15 / .30 I ~n~her Pt. I ~:IA. Cup J Sunday Theatrre I World 
~45 J of View Final "Killdozer" World 
~.. , .or ld  F.A c.D I Cont J Great 
" J  i~1  ~,~d I Final-* I ~nt I Perforamcnes 
% :~ I ~;~E I 'T~. ~.k  I c o n t .  I Great 
145 J ~ 1 .  ' Cont  Perforamances 
. AA~,  I Hn,~, I Great 
A hs '1 co~' I ' ~ F ,  ier I Perforamnces 
:30 I GreatAmer. J ~ " J ~esflon J Where Governor 
- - I r  :45 | Game ' LSing _LPeriod I L ives  ~. 
Comment Soccer , 
~ f  J..News ~ | Soundstage 
I_" ~ e ~  I Hour I Soundstage 
n ~ o f  . IN  ~s I Soundstage 
V ~ ~rmy M~r Soundstage 
:lS • 
H O I'll DO 
- - ~ e ~  P r.e.v!n and 
qkO . l S ~  ° I-u'r-'v'- I Pittsburgh 
X ~ ~ " v r ; ' ~  ,, 
Week 
